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Installing, starting up, and servicing air conditioner can be
hazardous due to system pressure, electrical components, 
and equipment location, etc.
Only trained, qualified installers and service personnel are
allowed to install, start-up, and service this equipment.
Untrained personnel can perform basic maintenance fun-
ctions such as cleaning coils. All other operations should 
be performed by trained service personnel.
When handling the equipment, observe precautions in the
manual and on tags, stickers, and labels attached to the
equipment. Follow all safety codes. Wear safety glasses 
andwork gloves. Keep quenching cloth and fire extinguisher 
nearby when brazing.

Read the instructions thoroughly and follow all warnings or
cautions in literature and attached to the unit. Consult local
building codes and current editions of national as well as 
local electrical codes.

Recognize the following safety information:

Incorrect handling could result in
personal injury or death.

Incorrect handling may result in
minor injury,or damage to product
or property.

Warning

Caution

CautionWarning

All electric work must be performed by a licensed technician
according to local regulations and the instructions given in 
this manual.

Before installing, modifying, or servicing system, main
electrical disconnect switch must be in the OFF position.
There may be more than 1 disconnect switch. Lock out 
and tag switch with a suitable warning label.

Never supply power to the unit unless all wiring and tub-
ing are completed, reconnected and checked.

This system adopts highly dangerous electrical voltage.
Incorrect connection or inadequate grounding can cause
personal injury or death. Stick to the wiring diagram and 
all the instructions when wiring.
Have the unit adequately grounded in accordance with
local electrical codes.

All installation or repair work shall be performed by your dea-
ler or a specialized subcontractor as there is the risk of fire, 
electric shock, explosion or injury.

Have all wiring connected tightly. Loose connection may
lead to overheating and a possible fire hazard.

Make sure the outdoor unit is installed on a stable, level
surface with no accumulation of snow, leaves, or trash
beside.

Make sure the ceiling/wall is strong enough to bear the
weight of the unit.

Make sure the noise of the outdoor unit does not disturb
neighbors.
Follow all the installation instructions to minimize the risk
of damage from earthquakes, typhoons or strong winds.
Avoid contact between refrigerant and fire as it generates
poisonous gas.
Apply specified refrigerant only. Never have it mixed with
any other refrigerant. Never have air remain in the
refrigerant line as it may lead to rupture and other hazards.

Make sure no refrigerant gas is leaking out when install-
ation is completed.

Should there be refrigerant leakage, the density of refri-
gerant in the air shall in no way exceed its limited value, 
or it may lead to explosion.
Keep your fingers and clothing away from any moving 
parts.
Clear the site after installation. Make sure no foreign ob-
jects are left in the unit.
Always ensure effective grounding for the unit.

Never install the unit in a place where a combustible gas
might leak, or it may lead to fire or explosion.

Properly insulate any tubing running inside the room to
prevent the water from damaging the wall.

Make a proper provision against noise when the unit is
installed at a telecommunication center or hospital.
Provide an electric leak breaker when it is installed in a
watery place.
Never wash the unit with water.

Should any emergency occur, stop the unit and discon-
nect the power immediately.

Handle unit transportation with care. The unit should not 
be carried by only one person if it is more than 20kg.
Never touch the heat exchanger fins with bare hands.
Never touch the compressor or refrigerant piping without
wearing glove.
Do not have the unit operate without air filter.
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Compressor overload
protector

3 Temperature sensor 4 Electric expansion valve

5 Fan HALL interface 6 Outdoor fan 7 4-way valve 8
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ON/OFF button

Remote control

Signal transmitter

Press this button, the unit will be turned 
on, press it once more, the unit will be 
turned off. Sleep function will be canceled, 
while unit off.

temperature displaying berequired that will
keep original displaystatus. and circulate
like this. No  signal displayed. Remark: When
operating this button,the setting temperature
is displayed all the time on the wireless
remotecontrol. (There is no this function for 
this unit. If press this key, the main unit 
will click, but it also runs under original 
status. )

Press this button, can set up and select:
setting temperature (displaying the room),

TEMP button
TEMP

indoor ambient temperature (displaying
indoor temperature), outdoor ambient
temperature (displaying outdoor tempe-
rature),if there no outdoor ambient

ON/OFF

AUTO
COOL
DRY

FAN

(only for cooling and heating unit)

Press this button, Auto, Cool,Dry, Fan,
Heat mode can be selected circularly. 

MODE button
MODE

Auto mode is default while power on. 
Under Auto mode,the temperature will not
be displayed; Under Heat mode, the

HEAT

initial value is 28 ;Under other 
modes, the initial value is 25 .

( oF)82
( oF)77

Press this button, Auto, Low , Medium-low ,
Medium,  Medium-high, High speed can be
circularly selected. After
fan speed is default.
fan speed only 

FAN button
FAN

powered on,  Auto
Under DRY mode, Low 

can be set up.

Medium fan

Low fan

High fan

Medium-low fan

Medium-high fan

Note: It’s Low fan speed under Dry mode.

AUTO

Warm tips: When operating buttons on the cover please 
                   make sure the cover is closed completely.  

As for cooling only unit, it won’t
have any action when it receives
the signal of heating operation.)



Remote control

Don't drop or throw the remote control; Don't let any liquid in the remote control and
Note: Besure that there are no obstructions between receiver and remote controoler;

put the remote control directly under the sunlight or any place where is very hot.

● Press this button, the clock can be set up,
signal     blink and display.Within 5 

CLOCK buttonCLOCK

seconds, the value can be adjusted by 
pressing     or      button, if continuously
press this button for 2 seconds above, 

and signal    will be displayed. If there is

current time value is Clock value, otherwise

in every 0.5 seconds, the value on ten place
of Minute will be increased 1. During blinking,
repress the Clock button or Confirm button,
signal     will be constantly displayed and
it denotes the setting succeeded. After
powered on, 12:00 is defaulted to display

is Timer value.

signal be displayed that denotes the

+ -

●

●

Press this button at unit On or Off status,
Light On and Light Off can be set up. 

LIGHT button
LIGHT

After powered on, Light On is defaulted.

X-FAN button
X-FAN

● Pressing X -FAN button in COOL or DRY 
mode,the icon        is displayed and the 
indoor fan will continue operation for 10 
minutes in order to dry the indoor unit 
even though you have turned off the unit.
After energization, X-FAN OFF is defaulted. 
X-FAN is not available in AUTO,FAN or
HEAT mode.

button can turn on or turn off the Turbo

TURBO button
TURBO

function.After the Turbo function turned 
on, the signal of Turbo will display. The
signal will be automatically cancelled if 

●  Presetting temperature can be increased. 

+ button

set up, continuously press this button 
and hold for two seconds, the relative 

( oF) signal will be displayed all the time. 

 under the Auto mode, but the order can  

Temperature of Celsius degree setting:
16-30 ;
61-86.

● Presetting temperature can be decreased.
Press this button, the temperature can be

- button

set up, continuously press this button 
and hold for two seconds, the relative 

(oF) signal will be displayed all the time.

QUIET
QUIET button

●

"       " and “Auto”signal ) and Quiet mode
(display "     " singal)  and Quiet OFF
(there is no signal of "        " displayed),

cannot be set up in Fan and Dry mode;

signal), the fan speed is not available.
Under the Quiet mode (Display "      " 

Under Cool or Heat mode,press this

changing the mode or fan speed.

Press this button,the temperature can be

contents can quickly change,until unhold 
this button and send the order that the ℃

The temperature adjustment is unavilable

be sent by if pressing this button.

for Fahrenheit degree setting:

can be sent by if pressing this button.

after powered on,the Quiet OFF is

Press this button,the Quiet status is 
under the Auto Quiet mode (display

defaulted.  Note: the Quiet function

The temperature adjustment is unav-
ailable under the Auto mode,but the order

contents can quickly change,until unhold
this button and send the order that the

+

-



Remote control

buttons of this control which are not available to this unit will not be described below.
This wireless remote control is universal, and it could be used for many units, some

● One press this key to enter into TIMER
OFF setup, in which case the TIMER OFF 
icon will blink. The method of setting is the

 sameas for TIMER ON.

TIMER OFF
TIMER OFF  button

SWING LEFT AND RIGHT BUTTON

● Press this bu tton to set swing angle,
which circularly changes as below :

OFF
This remote controller is universal. If it
receives threes kinds of following status,
the swing angle will remain origial.

If guide louver is stopped when it is
swinging up and down,it will remain its
present position.

indicates guide louver swings back and
forth in the five places,as shown in the
figure.

SWING UP AND DOWN BUTTON

● Press this button to set left & right swing angle 
cycling as below:

OFF

TIMER ON
TIMER ON BUTTON

●

I FEEL  BUTTON

●

●

Press this button once, to turn on the
I FEEL function , then the figure of "I FEEL"
will be displayed, after every press of 

I FEEL

other function button, every 200ms to send
I FEEL once, after this function started, 
the remote control will send temperature
to the main un it in every 10 minutes.When
repress this button, this function will be
turned off.

HEALTHY AND SCAVENGING BUTTON

and “     ” . 

/

Timer On setting: Signal “ON”will blink and 
display,signal        will conceal,the numerical 
section will become the timer on setting status.
During 5 seconds blink,by pressing＋ or －button 
to adjust the time value of numerical section,
every press of that button,the value will be 
increased or decreased 1 minute.Hold pressing 
＋or －button,2 seconds later,it quickly change,
the way of change is: During the initial 2.5 seconds,
ten numbers change in the one place of minute,
then the one place is constant,ten numbers 
change in the ten splace of minute at 2.5 seconds 
speed and carry. During 5s blink,press the 
Timer button,the timer setting succeeds.The
Timer On has been set up,repress the timer
 button,theTimer On will be canceled. Before 
setting theTimer,please adjust the Clock to the 

current actual time.

Press this button to achieve the on and
off of healthy and scavenging functions in
operation status.Press this button for the
first time to start scavenging function;
LCD displays“      ”.Press the button for the
second time to start healthy and scavenging
functions simultaneously;LCD displays“     ” 

Press this button for the third
time to quit healthy and scavenging functions
simultaneously.Press the button for the
fourth time to start healthy function; LCD
display“      ” .Press this button again to
repeat the operation above.



SLEEP BUTTON
SLEEP

●

●

Press this button, can select Sleep 1 (                ), Sleep 2 (              ), 
Sleep 3 (               ) and cancel the Sleep, circulate between
these, after electrified, Sleep Cancel is defaulted.

Sleep 1 is Sleep mode 1, in Cool, Dehumidify modes: sleep status
after run for one hour , the main unit setting temperature will

increase ,
run at this setting temperature; In Heat mode: sleep 

status after run for one hour, the setting temperature will decrease 
1 2 F, 2 hours, setting temperature will decrease 3 4 F,  
then the unit will run at this setting temperature.

● Sleep 2 is sleep mode 2, that is air conditioner will run according to
the presetting a group of sleep temperature curve.

In Cool mode:

(1) When setting the initial temperature 61 F 74 F, after turned on
Sleep function, the temperature will be increased 1 2 F in every hour ,
after 5 F 6 F ,sruoh7 retfa ,deniatniam eb lliw erutarepmet eht  
the temperature will be decreased 1 F 2 F

1 F 2 F

75 F 81 F

, after that the unit will  
keep on running under this temperature;

(2) When setting the initial temperature  , after turned
on Sleep function, the temperature will be increased 1 F 2 F in every hour ,
after 3 F 4 F the temperature will be maintained, after 7hours,  
the temperature will be decreased , after that the unit will 
keep on running under this temperature;

(3) When setting the initial temperature 82 F 85 F , after turned 
on Sleep function, the temperature will be increased 1 F 2 F in every
hour, after  the temperature will be maintained, after 7hours,
the temperature will be decreased ,  after that the unit will
keep on running under this temperature;

(4) When setting the initial temperature 86  F ,  under this temper-

ature setting, after 7hours, the temperature will be decreased
 after that the unit will keep on running under this temperature;

In Heat mode:

(1) Under the initial presetting temperature 61  F ,  it will run under 
this setting temperature all along.

(2) Under the initial presetting temperature 62 F 68 F, after Sleep 
function started up, the temperature will decrease  in every
hour, after  decreased, this temperature will be maintained.

setting temperature increased  , 
the unit will

 3 4 F

1 F 2 F 

 1 F 2 F 
 1 F 2 F 

 1 F 2 F, 

  1 F 2 F, 
   1 F 2 F, 

2 hours,



+

SLEEP BUTTON

(3) Under the initial presetting temperature 69 F 81 F, after Sleep 
function started up, the temperature will decrease  in every hour, 
after  decreased, this temperature will be maintained.

(4) Under the initial presetting temperature , after
Sleep function started up, the temperature will decrease  in
every hour, after decreased, this temperature will be maintained.

Sleep 3- the sleep curve setting under Sleep mode by DIY:

(1) Under Sleep 3 mode, press "Turbo" button for a long time, remote
control enters into user individuation sleep setting status, at this
time, the time of remote control will display "1hour ", the setting

(2) Adjust "     " and "     " button, could change the corresponding 
setting temperature, after adjusted, press "Trubo "button for 
confirmation;

(3) At this time, 1hour will be automatically increased at the timer

postion on the remote control, (that are "2 hours" or "3 hours"

(4) Repeat the above step (2) (3) operation, until 8hours

temperature setting finished, sleep curve setting finished, at this

time, the remote control will resume the original timer display;

temperature "88" will display the corresponding temperature of last

setting sleep curve and blink (The first entering will display

according to the initial curve se tting value of original factory);

or " 8 hours "), the place of setting temperature "88" will
display the corresponding temperature of last setting sleep curve

and blink;

temperature display will resume to original setting temperature.

●

● Sleep3 - the sleep curve setting under Sleep mode by DIY could

be inquired:

The user could accord to sleep curve setting method to inquire

the presetting sleep curve, enter into user individuation sleep

setting status, but do not change the temperature, press "Turbo"

button directly for confirmation.
Note: In the above presetting or enquiry procedure, if continuously
within10s, there is no button pressed, the sleep curve setting
status will be automatically quit and resume to display the original
displaying. In the presetting or enquiry procedure, press "ON/OFF"
button, " Mode " button, " Timer " button or " Sleep " button, the sleep
curve setting or enquiry status will quit similarly.

SLEEP

-

82 F 86 F

1 F 2 F
1 F 2 F

 1 F 2 F
 5 F 6 F



Guide for operation- general operation

This function indicates that moisture on evaporator of indoor unit will be blowed after the unit is stopped to avoid mould. 

About X-FAN function

1. Having set X-FAN function on: After turning off the unit by pressing ON/OFF button indoor fan will continue running 
for about 10 min. at low speed. In this period, press X-FAN button to stop indoor fan directly.

 
2. Having set X-FAN function off: After turning off the unit by pressing ON/OFF button, the complete unit will be off directly. 
  

Introduction for special function 

When AUTO RUN mode is selected, the setting temperature will not be displayed on the LCD, the unit will be in accordance  
with the room temp. automatically to select the suitable running method and to make ambient comfortable.  

About turbo function

If start this function, the unit will run at super-high fan speed to cool or heat quickly  so that the ambient temp. approachs the 
preset temp. as soon as possible.

About AUTO RUN

1. Press SLEEP button, to set sleep.
2. Press TIMER ON and TIMER OFF button, can set the scheduled timer on or timer off.

3. Press LIGHT button, to control the on and off of the displaying part of the unit (This 
    function may be not available for some units).  

4. Press TURBO button, can realize the ON and OFF of TURBO function.

5. Pressing        and        button, to select the swing.

4. Pressing FAN button, set fan speed, can select AUTO FAN, LOW, MEDIUM-LOW, MEDIUM, 

MEDIUM-HIGH and HIGH.

3. Pressing       or      button, to set the desired temperature (It is unnecessary  to set the temp. 

2. Press MODE button, select desired running mode. 

(Note: When it is powered on, the guide louver of main unit will close automatically.)

1. After powered on, press ON/OFF button, the unit will start to run.

Guide for operation- Optional operation

5

+ -

at AUTO mode.)

About lock

▲▲Press     and     buttons simultaneously to lock or unlock the keyboard. If the remote controlleris locked, the icon         will be 
displayed on it, in which case, press any button, the mark will flicker for three times. If the keyboard is unlocked, the mark will 
disappear.

About swing up and down
1. Press swing up and down button continuously more than 2s,the main unit will swing back and forth from up to down, and 
then loosen the button, the unit will stop swinging and present position of guide louver will be kept immediately.

2. Under swing up and down mode, when the status is switched from off to     , if press this button again 2s later,      status 
will switch to off status directly; if press this button again within 2s,the change of swing status will also depend on the 
circulation sequence stated above.

About swing left and right
1. Press swing left and right button continuously more than 2s,the main unit will swing back and forth from left to right, and then 
loosen the button, the unit will stop swinging and present position of guide louver will be kept immediately.

2. Under swing left and right mode, when the status is switched from off to       , if press this button again 2s later,       status will 
switch to off status directly; if press this button again within 2s,the change of swing status will also depend on the circulation 
sequence stated above.

1
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Combination of " TEMP" and "CLOCK" buttons  :  About Energy-saving Function

Combination of " TEMP" and "CLOCK" buttons  : About 8℃ Heating Function

About switch between Fahrenheit and Centigrade

About Quiet function

About Sleep function

Under status of unit off, press MODE and - buttons simultaneously to switch℃ and ℉.

Press “TEMP” and “CLOCK” simultaneously in COOL mode to start energy-saving function.Nixie tube on the remote controller 
displays “SE”. Repeat the operation to quit the function.

Press “TEMP” and “CLOCK” simultaneously in HEAT mode to start 8℃ Heating Function.Nixie tube on the remote controller 
displays “     ” and a selected temperature of “8℃” (46℉if Fahrenheit is adopted). Repeat the operation to quit the function. 

If Auto Quiet mode has been selected, after the room temperature reached the setting temperature or 10mins later, the AC will 
immediately enter into the Quiet running status, at this time the fan speed is not adjustable.

Under the Fan and Auto mode, the Sleep function cannot be set up, under Dehumidify mode, only Sleep 1 can be selected. 
Select and enter into any kind of Sleep mode, the Quiet function will be attached and stared, different Quiet status could be 
optional and turned off.

Fig.1

Fig.2

1.Slightly to press the place with      , along the arrowhead direction to push the back
 cover of wireless  remote  control.(As show in Fig 1. )

2.Take out the old batteries. 

3.Insert two new AAA1.5V dry batteries, and pay attention to the polarity.
 (As show in Fig 2.)

4. Attach the back cover of wireless remote control.

NOTE:

● When changing the batteries, do not use the old or different batteries, otherwise, 
it can cause the malf-unction of the wireless remote control.

● If the wireless remote control will not be used for along time, please take them out, 
and don't let the leakage liquid damage the wireless remote control.

● The operation should be in its receiving range.

● It should be placed where is 1m away from the TV set or stereo sound sets.

● If the  remote control cannot operate normally, please take the batteries out, and 
then reinsert it 30s later; if it is also abnormal ,please replace the batteries.

● If the main unit needs to be remote controlled, please aim remote controller at the 
receiver of main unit in order to improve the receiving sensitivity of the main unit.

● When the remote controller sends out signal, a mark        will flicker for about 1s. 
The bell will ring if the main unit receives effective signal.

Sketch map for 
changing batteries
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①When Tpreset-(Tindoor amb.-Tcompensation)≥33.8   , the unit will enter heating operation. In that case, compressor, outdoor fan
and 4-way valve will operate at the same time.
②When 28.4   ＜Tpreset-（Tindoor amb.-Tcompensation）＜33.8   , the unit will keep its previous operation status.
③When Tpreset-(Tindoor amb.-Tcompensation)≤28.4   , compressor will stop operation and in 30s later, the outdoor will stop
operation;
④When the unit is turned off at heating mode, or changes to other mode from heating mode, the 4-way valve will be de-energized in
2 minutes later after compressor stops operation (the compressor is operating during heating mode.)
⑤When Toutdoor amb. ＞86   , compressor will stop operation immediately and outdoor fan will stop operation in 30s later.
⑥When the compressor is operation, or changing to heating from cooling or drying mode, the 4-way valve will be energized in 2-3
minutes later.
Note: Tcompensation is determined by indoor and outdoor units. If indoor unit controls temperature compensation, T compensation
is determined by the value sent to outdoor unit by indoor unit; If it doesn’t controlled by indoor unit, Tcompensation will be 37.4    as
default.

15Hz）for 17 minutes, if Tindoor amb.=Tpreset-35.6  , the compressor will stop operation;

1. Temperature Parameters
Indoor preset temperature (Tpreset)
Indoor ambient temperature (Tamb.)

2. Basic Functions
Once energized, in no case should the compressor be restarted within less than 3 minutes. In the situation that memory function 

3-minute lag; if the compressor is in operation before de-energization, the compressor will be started with a 3-minute lag; and once 
started, the compressor will not be stopped within 6 minutes regardless of changes in room temperature;
(1) Cooling Mode

Working conditions and process of cooling

Protection
Antifreeze protection

Under cooling and dehumidifying mode, 6 minutes after the compressor is started:
If T evap≤35.6oF, the compressor will operate at reduced frequency.

oF

oF

oF
oF

If T evap≤30.2oF is detected for durative 3 minutes, the compressor will stop, and after 30 seconds, the outdoor fan will stop; and 
under cooling mode, the indoor fan and the swing motor will remain at the original state.
If T evap. ≥50oFand the compressor has remained at OFF for at least 3 minutes, the compressor will resume its original operation 
state.

Total current up and frequency down protection
When total current Itotal≤6A, increase frequency is allowed; when total current Itotal≥7A, increasing frequency is prohibited; when total
current Itotal≥8A, the unit operates by decreasing frequency. When total current Itotal≥9A, the compressor stops operation, and indoor
fan will stop operation after 30s.
(2) Dehumidifying Mode

Working conditions and process of dehumidifying
If Tamb>Tpreset, the unit will enter cooling and dehumidifying mode, in which case the compressor and the outdoor fan will operate 
and the indoor fan will run at low speed.
If Tpreset -35.6oF≤Tamb≤Tpreset, the compressor remains at its original operation state.
If Tamb.< Tpreset -35.6oF, the compressor will stop, the outdoor fan will stop with a time lag of 30s, and the indoor fan will operate at 

oF

oF

oF
oF o F

oF

low speed.
Protection

Protection is the same as that under the cooling mode.
(3) Heating Mode

Working conditions and process of heating

①When Tindoor amb.≥Tpreset, the unit will enter cooling operation. In that case, the outdoor fan and compressor will operate.

④When Tpreset-35.6  ＜Tindoor amb.＜Tpreset, the unit will keep its previous operation.
③When Tindoor amb.≤Tpreset-37.4  , compressor will stop operation and in 30s later, outdoor fan will stop operation;

②When Tindoor amb.=Tpreset-35.6   and compressor has continuously operated at frequency lower than 15Hz（not including



Condition and process of defrost

(1). T outdoor ambient＞41°F, T outdoor tube≤28.4 °F;
(2) 28.4 °F ≤T outdoor ambient＜41°F, T outdoor tube≤21.2 °F;
(3) 23 °F ≤T outdoor ambient＜28.4 °F, T outdoor tube≤17.6 °F;

Protection
Cold air prevention

The unit is started under heating mode (the compressor is ON): 
In the case of T indoor amb. <75.2oF: if T tube≤104oF and the indoor fan is at stop state, the indoor fan will begin to run at low speed 

with a time lag of 2 minutes. Within 2 minutes, if T tube>104oF, the indoor fan also will run at low speed; and after 1-minute operation 
at low speed, the indoor fan will be converted to operation at preset speed. Within 1-minute low speed operation or 2-minute non-
operation, if T tube>107.6oF, the fan will run at present speed.

In the case of T indoor amb. ≥75.2oF: if T tube≤107.6oF, the indoor fan will run at low speed, and after one minute, the indoor fan 
will be converted to preset speed. Within one-minute low speed operation, if T tube>107.6oF, the indoor fan will be converted to preset 
speed.
Note: T indoor amb. indicated in and refers to, under initially heating mode, the indoor ambient temperature before the command to 
start the compressor is performed according to the program, or after the unit is withdrawn from defrost, the indoor ambient temperature 
before the defrost symbol is cleared.

Total current up and frequency down protection
When total current Itotal≤6A, increase frequency is allowed; when total current Itotal≥7A, increasing frequency is prohibited; when total
current Itotal≥8A, the unit operates by decreasing frequency. When total current Itotal≥9A, the compressor stops operation, and indoor
fan will stop operation after 30s.
(4) Fan Mode
Under the mode, the indoor fan will run at preset speed and the compressor, the outdoor fan, the four-way valve and the electric
heater will stop.
Under the mode, temperature can be set within a range of 60.8 - 86oF.
(5) AUTO Mode

Working conditions and process of AUTO mode
a. When T ambient ≥78.8oF, the unit will operate in Cool mode. The set temperature is 77oF.
b. When T ambient ≤71.6oF, the heat pump unit will operate in Heat mode., set temperature be 20oC; the cooling only unit will operate in 
Fan mode, set temperature be 77oF.
c. When 73.4oF≤T ambient ≤77o

d. Under auto mode, if it's cooling mode, operation frequency is same as that under cooling mode; if it's heating mode, operation 
frequency is same as that under heating mode.

Protection
a. In cooling operation, protection is the same as that under the cooling mode;
b. In heating operation, protection is the same as that under the heating mode;
c. When ambient temperature changes, operation mode will be converted preferentially. Once started, the compressor will
remain unchanged for at least 6 minutes.

(1)When Toutdoor amb. 41°F and compressor has accumulated operated for 3 hours, if Toutdoor pipe -32°F, the unit will enter 
defrosting mode; (Note: when meeting any condition below, the time will be cleared: Toutdoor amb. 41°F; compressor has be 
started up after changing to cooling/drying mode and defrosting has finished; except the conditions above (including stop of the unit 
when reaching temperature point, stop of the unit for protection, changing to fan mode,etc), the time will not be cleared. 
(2) When heating has operated for continuous 45 minutes, or for accumulated 90 minutes, the unit will enter defrosting mode in 3 
minutes after meeting any condition below; 

(4)14°F Toutdoor amb. 23°F  Toutdoor pipe-Tcompensation Toutdoor amb.-37.4°F  
(5)Toutdoor amb. 14°F, Toutdoor pipe –Tcompensation Toutdoor amb.-37.4°F  
After energization, for the first defrosting, Tcompensation=32°F; if it is not the first time of defrosting, Tcompensation will be 
determine by Toutdoor pipe when quitting defrosting last time; Toutdoor pipe 35.6°F, Tcompensation=32°F; Toutdoor pipe 35.6
°F, Tcompensation=37.4°F. 
(3) During defrosting, if operation time for compressor doesn’t reach 3min, the defrosting will not be entered in the subsequent 2 
hours. At that time, compressor stops operation and in 30s later, the outdoor fan will stop operation; in another 30s, 4-way valve will 
stop operation; in 30s later, compressor will increase its frequency for defrosting. When defrosting lasts for 450s, or Toutdoor pipe 

50°F, compressor will decrease its frequency. In 30s later, compressor will stop operation; in another 30s, 4-way valve will be 
started up. In 60s later, compressor and outdoor fan will operate. Frequency for defrosting is 85Hz.  



(6) Common Protection Functions and Fault Display under COOL, HEAT, DRY and AUTO Modes
Overload protection

T tube: measured temperature of outdoor heat exchanger under cooling mode; and measured temperature of indoor heat exchanger
under heating mode.
1) Cooling overload
a.     If T tube≤125.6oF, the unit will return to its original operation state.
b.     If T tube≥131oF, frequency rise is not allowed.
c.     If T tube≥136.4oF, the compressor will run at reduced frequency.
d.     If T tube≥143.6oF, the compressor will stop and the indoor fan will run at preset speed.
2) Heating overload
a.     If T tube≤122oF, the unit will return to its original operation state.
b.     If T tube≥127.4oF, frequency rise is not allowed.
c.     If T tube≥132.8oF, the compressor will run at reduced frequency.
d.     If T tube≥140oF, the compressor will stop and the indoor fan will blow residue heat and then stop.

Exhaust temperature protection of compressor
If exhaust temperature ≥208.4oF, frequency is not allowed to rise.
If exhaust temperature ≥217.4oF, the compressor will run at reduced frequency.
If exhaust temperature ≥230oF, the compressor will stop.
If exhaust temperature ≤194oF and the compressor has stayed at stop for at least 3 minutes, the compressor will resume its operation.

Communication fault

Module protection
Under module protection mode, the compressor will stop. When the compressor remains at stop for at least 3 minutes, the compressor 
will resume its operation. If module protection occurs six times in succession, the compressor will not be started again.

Overload protection
If temperature sensed by the overload sensor is over 239oF, the compressor will stop and the outdoor fan will stop with a time lag of 30 
seconds. If temperature is below 203oF, the overload protection will be relieved.

DC bus voltage protection
If voltage on the DC bus is below 150V or over 420V, the compressor will stop and the outdoor fan will stop with a time lag of 30 
seconds. When voltage on the DC bus returns to its normal value and the compressor has stayed at stop for at least 3 minutes, the 
compressor will resume its operation.

3. Other Controls
(1) ON/OFF
Press the remote button ON/OFF: the on-off state will be changed once each time you press the button.
(2) Mode Selection
Press the remote button MODE, then select and show in the following ways: AUTO, COOL, DRY, FAN, HEAT, AUTO.
(3) Temperature Setting Option Button
Each time you press the remote button TEMP+ or TEMP-, the setting temperature will be up or down by 33.8oF. Regulating
Range: 60.8 - 86oF, the button is useless under the AUTO mode.
(4) Time Switch
You should start and stop the machine according to the setting time by remote control.
(5) SLEEP State Control
a. When the air conditioner is under the mode of COOL, DRY, and the SLEEP mode has been set well, after the SLEEP state keeps 
about 1 hour, the pre-setting T will raise 33.8oF, and it will raise 33.8oF again after 2 hours, so it raise 35.6oF in 2 hours, then it will run on 
at the setting temperature and wind speed.
b. When the air conditioner is under the mode of HEAT, and the Timer has been set well, after the SLEEP state keeps about 1 hour, 
the pre-setting T will reduce 33.8oF, and it will reduce 33.8oF again after 2 hours, so it reduce 35.6oF in 2 hours, then it will run on at the 
setting temperature and wind speed.
c. The setting temperature keeps the same under the FAN mode and AUTO mode.



(6) Indoor Fan Control
The Indoor Fan can be set as HIGH, MED, LOW by remote control, and the Indoor Fan will be respectively run at high, medium, low 
speed. It will also be set as AUTO, and the Indoor Fan is as the followings at the automatic wind speed.
Cooling mode: 
T ring ≥ T setting + 35.6oF, high speed; 
T setting - 35.6oF<T ring<T setting + 35.6oF, medium speed; 
T ring≤ T setting - 35.6oF, low speed.
Sending wind mode:
T ring> T setting+ 39.2oF, high speed; 
T setting +35.6oF≤T ring≤T setting + 39.2oF, medium speed; 
T ring<T setting +35.6oF, low speed.
Moisture removal mode: force to be set as the low speed
Heating mode: 
T ring≤ T setting + 33.8oF, high speed; 
T setting +33.8oF<T ring<T setting + 41oF, medium speed; 
T ring ≥T setting + 35.6oF, low speed.
(7) Buzzer Control
The buzzer will send a “Di” sound when the air conditioner is powered up or received the information sent by the remote control or 
there is a button input, the single tube cooler doesn’t receive the remote control ON signal under the mode of heating mode.
(8) Auto button
If the controller is on, it will stop by pressing the button, and if the controller is off, it will be automatic running state by pressing the 
button, swing on and light on, and the main unit will run based on the remote control if there is remote control order.
(9) Up-and-Down Swinging Control

B, Location C, Location D, Location L to Location D, stop at any location between L-D (the included angle between L~D is the same). 

(10) Display
Operation pattern and mode pattern display

All the display patterns will display for a time when the power on, the operation indication pattern will display in red under standby 
status. When the machine is start by remote control, the indication pattern will light and display the current operation mode (the mode 
light includes: Cooling, heating and dehumidify). If you close the light key, all the display patterns will close.

A  
L

B  
C  
D  

O(0 ) O(0 )

L1  
A1
B1
C1
D1

heating angle cooling angle



Double-8 display
According to the different setting of remote control, the nixie light may display the current temperature (the temperature scope is 
from 60.8 to 86oF) and indoor ambient temperature. The heating and air supply temperature will display 77oF under auto-mode, the 
temperature will display 64.4oF under the heating mode, and the temperature will display H1 under the defrosting mode.(If you set 
the fahrenheit temperature display, the nixie light will display according to fahrenheit temperature)
(11) Drying Function
You may start or stop the drying function under the modes of cooling and dehumidify at the starting status (The modes of automatism, 
heating and air supply do not have drying function). When you start the drying function, after stop the machine by pressing the switch 
button, you should keep running the inner fans for 10 minutes under low air damper (The swing will operate as the former status 
within 10 minutes, and other load is stopped), then stop the entire machine; When you stop the drying function, press the switch 
button will stop the machine directly. When you start the drying function, operating the drying button will stop the inner fans  and close 
the guide louver.
(12) Memory function when interrupting the power supply
Memory content: mode, swing function, light, set temperature and wind speed. After interrupted the power supply, the machine will 
start when recovering the power according to the memory content automatically. If the last remote control command has not set 
the timed function, the system will remember the last remote control command and operate according it. If the last remote control 
command has set timed function and the power supply is interrupted before the timed time, the system will remember the timed 
function of the last remote control command, the timed time will recounted form power on. If the last remote control command has 
set timed function, the time is out and the system is start or stop according to the set time when the power supply is interrupted, the 
system will remember the operation status before the power supply was interrupted, and do not carry out timed action; The timed 
clock will not remembered.
(13)Control of Outdoor Electric Heating Band
If not in heating mode or temp sensor has malfunction, electric heating bands of compressor and of condenser will stop operation, 
otherwise, the below control logic will be followed.
1. Control of Compressor Electric Heating Band
a. Conditions for startup: the compressor is off and meanwhile outdoor ambient temp ≤23°F; 
b. Conditions for turning off: it will be turned off when meeting any condition below: 
Compressor is operating 
Compressor is turned off and meanwhile the outdoor ambient temperature ≥28.°F; 
c. Outdoor ambient temp sensor has malfunction and electric heater band stops operation. 
2. Control of electric heater band of condenser 

When Toutdoor amb.≤33.8 °F, electric heater band of condenser will operate. 
During defrosting process, electric heater band of chassis will operate in 3min after compressor starts operating. When 

compressor has operated for 3min and Toutdoor amb.≥37.4°F, electric heater band will stop operating. 
When Toutdoor amb.≥37.4°F, electric heater band of condenser will not operate. 
When 33.8°F Toutdoor amb. 37.4°F, electric heater band of condenser will keep its previous status. 

When outdoor ambient temp sensor has malfunction, electric heater band stops operation; once electric heater stops operation, it 
has to wait at least 2 min before it can be restarted up again.  



● Indoor Unit
1Temperature Parameters 

Indoor preset temperature (Tpreset) 
Indoor ambient temperature (Tamb.) 

2 Basic functions  (The temperature in this manual is expressed by Centigrade. If Fahrenheit is used, the switchover between them is 
Tf=TcX1.8+32.) 
Once the compressor is energized, there should be a minimum interval of 3 minutes between two start-ups. But if the unit is 
de-energized and then energized, the compressor can restart within 3 minutes. 
2.1 Cooling mode 
2.1.1 Cooling conditions and process 
When Tamb. ≥Tpreset, the unit starts cooling operation. In this case, the compressor and the outdoor fan operate and the indoor fan 
operates at set speed. 
When Tamb. ≤Tpreset-3 , the compressor and the outdoor fan stop while the indoor fan runs at set speed. 
When Tpreset-3 Tamb. Tpreset, the unit will maintain its previous running status. 
In cooling mode, temperature setting range is 16 30 ; the indoor unit displays operation icon, cooling icon and set temperature.  

2.1.2 When outdoor unit has malfunction or stops for protection, indoor unit will keep previous operation status and display malfunction 
code. 
2.1.3 The protection status is as the same as the cooling mode.  
2.2 Dry Mode 
2.2.1 Dry Conditions and Process 

2.3 Heating mode (not available for cooling only type) 
2.3.1 Heating conditions and process 
When Tamb. ≤Tpreset+2 , the unit starts heating operation. In this case, compressor and outdoor fan operate simultaneously; the 
indoor fan operates at cold-air prevention mode.  
When Tamb≥Tpreset+5 , the compressor and outdoor fan stop operation; the indoor fan blows residual heat. 
When Tpreset +2 T amb.  Tpreset +5 , the unit will maintain its previous running status.  
Under this mode, temperature setting range is 16 30 ; the indoor unit displays operation icon, heating icon and set temperature.  

Tpreset 

Tpreset –3 ˚C

Compressor 

Outdoor fan 

Indoor fan 

Run

Tamb.

Stop

Stop cooling 

Start cooling 

Previous running status 

≥ 6 min. ≥ 3 min. ≥ 6 min.

Set fan speed

When Tamb.>Tpreset, the unit operates in cooling mode. Meanwhile, compressor and outdoor fan operate, and indoor fan operates at 
set fan speed (low fan speed, quiet fan speed or auto quiet fan speed).When Tpreset-2℃＜Tamb. ≤Tpreset, the unit keeps previous 
operation status.When Tamb. ≤Tpreset-2℃, compressor, outdoor fan and indoor fan operate at set fan speed (low fan speed, quiet fan 
speed or auto quiet fan speed).Under this mode, the temperature setting range is 16～30℃. Display displays operation icon, drying icon 
and set temperature. 

Tpreset 

Tpreset –2˚C

Compressor 

Outdoor fan 

Indoor fan 

Run

Tamb.

Stop

Stop cooling 

Start cooling 

Previous running status

≥ 6 min. ≥ 3 min. ≥ 6 min.

Set fan speed



2.3.2 Defrosting and Oil Return 
When receiving the signal of defrosting and oil return, the horizontal louver(big one) will rotate to the position where the angle is 
minimum and the other horizontal louver(small one) will close. In 10 seconds later, indoor fan will stop operation. During defrosting, oil 
return and 5 minutes after quit, all indoor pipe temperature sensors will not be detected. When receiving oil return signal or defrosting 
signal sent by outdoor unit, “dual 8” nixie tube will display “H1”. (H1 is not malfunction code.)  
2.3.3 Blow residual heat  
In heating mode, when temperature reaches the set temperature, the compressor and outdoor fan will stop.  
The horizontal louver (big one) will rotate to the default position for cooling and the other one (small one) will close. Indoor unit will 
operate at set speed for 60s and then stop operation. 
When the unit is in heating mode or auto heating mode, and also the compressor and indoor fan are operating, if turning off the unit, 
compressor and outdoor fan will stop. Horizontal louver (big one) will rotate to the position where gentle wind is blown out (default 
position for cooling) and the other horizontal louver (small one) will close. Indoor unit will operate at low speed for 10 seconds and then 
the unit will be turned off.  
2.4 Fan Mode 
In this mode, indoor fan operates at set speed while compressor and outdoor fan stop operation. The set temperature range is 
16~30 . Operation icon and set temperature are displayed.  
2.5 Auto Mode 
In this mode, operation mode (Cool, Heat, Fan) will be automatically selected according to change of ambient temperature. Operation 
icon, actual operation icon and set temperature will be displayed. There is 30s delay for protection when changing mode. The 
protection function is as the same as that under each mode. 
2.5.1 When Tamb.≥26 the unit will operate at cooling mode, the default set temperature is 25 . 
2.5.2 When Tamb. ≤21 the unit will operate at heating mode, the default set temperature is 20 if the cooling only unit operates at 
fan mode, the default set temperature is 25 . ; 
2.5.3 When 22  ≤Tamb. ≤25 and the unit is turned on for the first time, if it changes to auto mode from other mode, the previous 
operation mode will be maintained; If it changes to auto mode from dry mode, the unit will operate at fan mode.  
2.5.4 When the unit operates at auto mode, the frequency of compressor is as the same as that under cooling mode, while it is as the 
same as that under heating mode.  
Protection function 
A. Under cooling mode, the protection function is as the same as that under cooling mode. 
B. Under heating mode, the protection function is as the same as that under heating mode.  

 
2.6. “8 ” Heating  
Under heating mode, press buttons “Temp” and “Clock” simultaneously, the 8  heating function will be activated and “cold air 
prevention” will be shielded. 
2.6.1 8  heating can’t co-exist with sleep function. If 8 heating function is set, it can be cancelled by pressing sleep button, In that 
case, the set temperature will be that before entering 8  heating; If sleep function is set, press buttons “Temp” and “Clock” 
simultaneously to activate 8  function and cancel sleep function at the same time. 
2.6.2 Set temperature is 8 and it is displayed on the indoor display panel. 
2.6.3 In this mode, TURBO can’t be set and fan speed can’t be adjusted.  
2.6.4 In this mode, when compressor operates, fan speed will be adjusted as follows; when compressor stops operation, indoor unit 
will operate at blowing residual heat.  
When Tindoor amb. ≤9 , indoor unit will operate at high speed; 

Heating mode Tpreset 
=20  (if cooling-only 
unit, it is Fan mode, 
Tpreset=25  

Keep current 

operation mode 

Cooling mode, 

Tpreset=25

Tpreset 

Tpreset +2 ˚C

Tpreset +5 ˚C

Tamb.

Compressor 

Outdoor unit 

Indoor unit

4-way valve

6 min.3 min.

2 min. 2 min.

Blow residual 
heat

6 min.

Start heating

Previous running status

Start heating

Blow residual heat

StopRun

21℃ 26℃



When 9  Tindoor amb. 11 , indoor unit will operate at medium speed; 
When Tindoor amb.≥11 indoor fan will operate at low speed; 
When changing among low high, medium, and low speeds, the minimum operation time is 210 seconds.  
2.6.5 If the unit has memory function, 8 heating function will be memorized.  

 
2.7 Energy-saving Function 
2.7.1 In cooling mode, when receiving command of energy-saving sent by remote control, the controller enters energy-saving mode; If 
the unit is under energy-saving mode already, such command will not be executed.  
2.7.2 When remote control is set to display set temperature, “dual 8”nixie tube displays “SE”. 
2.7.3 In this mode, when compressor operates, fan speed will be adjusted according to auto fan mode under energy-saving operation; 
when compressor stops operation, indoor fan will operate at low speed. 
a. When Tamb.≥31 , indoor fan will operate at super high speed; 
b. When 31 Tamb.≥Tpreset + 3 , indoor fan will operate at high speed; 
c. When Tpreset+1 Tamb. Tpreset + 3 indoor fan will operate at medium speed; 
d. When Tamb.≤Tpreset + 1  indoor fan will operate at low speed; 
Note: The switchover among superhigh speed, high speed, medium speed and low speed requires minimum 210seconds of operation.  

 

2.7.4 In this mode, set temperature will be automatically adjusted according to actual operation conditions.  
3 Other Control 
3.1 Timer function 
General timer and clock timer functions are compatible by equipping remote controller with different functions.  
3.1.1 General Timer 
Timer ON can be set at unit OFF. If selected ON time is reached, the unit will start to operate according to previous setting status. Time 
setting range is 0.5-24hr in 30-minute increments. 
Timer OFF can be set at unit ON. If selected OFF time is reached, the unit will stop operation. Time setting range is 0.5-24hr in 
30-minute increments.  
3.1.2 Clock Timer 
Timer ON 
If timer ON is set during operation of the unit, the unit will continue to operate. If timer ON is set at unit OFF, upon ON time reaches the 
unit will start to operate according to previous setting status. 
Timer OFF 
If timer OFF is set at unit OFF, the system will keep standby status. If timer OFF is set at unit ON, upon OFF time reaches the unit will 
stop operation.  
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Timer Change 
Although timer has been set, the unit still can be turned on/off by pressing ON/OFF button of the remote controller. You can also set 
the timer once again, and then the unit will operate according to the last setting.   
If timer ON and timer OFF are set at the same time during operation of the unit, the unit will keep operating at current status till OFF 
time reaches. 
If timer ON and timer OFF are set at the same time at unit OFF, the unit will keep off status till ON time reaches.  
Each day in future, the system will operate according to preset mode till OFF time reaches and stop operation till ON time reaches. If 
ON time and OFF time are the same, OFF command will prevail. 
3.2 Auto Button 
If this button is pressed, the unit will operate in AUTO mode and indoor fan will operate at auto speed; meanwhile, the swing motor 
operates. Press this button again to turn off the unit. 
3.3 Buzzer 
Upon energization or availably operating the unit or remote controller, the buzzer will give out a beep. 
3.4 Sleep Function 
In SLEEP mode, the unit will automatically select appropriate sleep curve to operate according to different temperature setting.  
3.5 Turbo Function 
This function can be set in cooling or heating mode to quickly cool or heat the room.  
3.6 X-FAN Function 
3.6.1 When the unit is operating at COOL or DRY mode( it is not available under AUTO, HEAT, FAN modes), the X-FAN function can 
be turned on/off. When it is turned on,once pressing ON/OFF button to turn off the unit, indoor fan will continue operation at low speed 
for 10 minutes. Within the 10 minutes, horizontal louver will keep its previous status while cold plasma and static dedusting will be 
forced to be turned on and other loads will be turned off. Then the complete unit will be turned off; When X-FAN function is set to be off, 
once pressing ON./OFF button, the complete unit will be turned on immediately.  
3.6.2 During X-FAN operation, press X-FAN button, the indoor fan, horizontal louver, cold plasma and static-dedusting will be turned 
off immediately.  
3.7 Control of Indoor Fan 
Indoor fan can be set by remote control within the range of Mute, Fan speed 1, Fan speed 2, Fan speed 3, Fan speed 4, Fan speed 5 
and Turbo and Fan will operate at low, med. high or super high speed accordingly. And also, auto fan speed can be set. Under auto 
fan speed mode, indoor fan will automatically select high, med., low or mute speed according to change of ambient temperature.  
3.7.1 Under Auto Heat mode or regular Heat mode, auto fan speed will be as follows: 
When Tamb. Tpreset-3 , indoor fan will operate at high speed; 
When Tpreset-3 ≤Tamb. Tpreset + 2  indoor fan will operate at med. speed; 
When Tpreset + 2 ≤Tamb. Tpreset + 4 , indoor fan will operate at low fan speed; 
When Tamb≥Tpreset + 4  indoor fan will operate at mute. 
Control Diagram of Auto Fan Speed under HEAT Mode 

 
3.7.2 Under FAN or COOL mode: if it is auto cooling mode or regular cooling mode, auto fan speed will be as follows: 
When Tamb. ≥ Tpreset + 3 , indoor fan will operate at high speed; 
When Tpreset Tamb. Tpreset + 3 indoor fan will operate at med. speed; 
When Tpreset-2 Tamb.≤Tpreset, indoor fan will operate at low speed; 
When Tamb.≤Tpreset-2  indoor fan will operate at mute; 
3.7.3 There is no auto fan speed under DRY mode 
Note: Fan speed “High”, “Med.” and “Low” are respectively corresponding to “Fan speed 5”, “Fan speed 3” and “Fan speed 1”. There is 
210 seconds delay for fan speed switchover of auto fan. 
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3.8 Vertical Swing 
3.8.1 Small Horizontal Louver 
After energization, vertical swing motor will firstly have the horizontal louver rotate anticlockwise to position O to close air outlet. If 
swing function has not been set after startup of the unit, horizontal louver will turn clockwise to position D1 in HEAT mode. If swing 
function is set when starting up the unit, the horizontal louver will swing between O and D1.There are 7 swing status of horizontal 
louver: Positions O, A1, B1, C1 and D1, swing between O and D1 and stop at any position between L and D (angles between O and 
D1 are equiangular). Upon turning off the unit, the horizontal louver will close at position O. Swing function is available only when 
swing function is set and indoor fan is operating.  
Note:  
a. If the position is set between O and D1, A 1and C1 or B1 and D1 by remote controller, the horizontal louver will swing between O 
and D1. 
b. For model 9K/12K, only when big horizontal louver rotates to the second position for heating( 62°of corresponding angle), this louver 
will be activated.
c. Under cooling mode, this horizontal louver will be always in the position O. 

 
3.8.2 Big Horizontal Louver 
After energization, up & down swing motor will firstly have the horizontal louver rotate anticlockwise to position O to close air outlet. If 
swing function has not been set after startup of the unit, horizontal louver will turn clockwise to position D in HEAT mode, or turn 
clockwise to level position L in other modes. If swing function is set when starting up the unit, the horizontal louver will swing between L 
and D.There are 7 swing status of horizontal louver: Positions L, A, B, C and D, swing between L and D and stop at any position 
between L and D (angles between L and D are equiangular). Upon turning off the unit, the horizontal louver will close at position O.  
Note: If the position is set between L and B, A and C or B and D by remote controller, the horizontal louver will swing between L and D. 

 
3.9 Horizontal Swing  
Upon energization, the vertical louver will be reset to the start position firstly and then stop in the middle position. When setting 
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horizontal swing, there are 7 status: Position , Position , Position , Positon , Position , swing between  and  and stop at 
any position between and . If setting horizontal swing during operation of the unit, the horizontal swing motor will drive the louver 
to swing horizontally.  When cancelling horizontal swing or it is not set when turning on the unit, the louver will stop in the current 
position and it will not move when turning off the unit. Only when swing is set and indoor fan is operating, the vertical louver can 
horizontally swing.  



 
3.10 Display 
3.10.1 Operation and Mode Icons 
Upon energization, the unit will display all icons within 3 seconds. Under standby state, LED lamp of standby is on. If the unit is turned 
on by remote controller, LED lamp of operation is on; meanwhile, the mark of current running mode will be displayed. If the light button 
is turned off, no mark will be displayed. 
 
3.10.2 Display of Nixie Tube on Indoor Unit   
When energized & started for the first time, the indoor unit defaults to displaying current set temperature (16 30 ). When set 
temperature display is set by remote controller, it will display set temperature; when room temperature display is set, it will display 
room or outdoor temperature. After that, when operating the remote controller for other settings, the temperature display method will 
keep original. 
When operating the remote controller during room temperature display, the set temperature will be displayed for 5 seconds firstly and 
then room temperature display returns. If there is malfunction, corresponding malfunction code will be displayed. For example, if 
ambient temperature sensor has malfunction, “F1” will be displayed; if indoor pipe temperature has malfunction, “F2” will be displayed; 
if jumper cap has malfunction, “C5” will be displayed. 
3.11 Memory Function  
Memorized items: mode, up & down swing, light, set temperature and set fan speed. 
When power is recovered after power failure, the unit will automatically start operation according to memorized status. After power 
recovery, the unit without timer setting before power failure will operate according to the last setting; the unit with general timer setting 
which has not been fulfilled before power failure will memorize the timer setting and re-calculate the time after.  
3.12 I FEEL function 
When I FEEL command is received by controller, and also the ambient temperature is received from remote control, the controller will 
operate according to the ambient temperature sent by the remote controller (For cold blow prevention, the unit operates according to 
the ambient temperature sensed by the air conditioner). The remote controller will send ambient temperature data to the controller for 
every 10 minutes. When the data has not been received for 11 minutes, the unit will operate according to the temperature sensed by 
the air conditioner. If I FEEL function is not selected, the ambient temperature will be that sensed by the air conditioner. Ambient 
temperature of I FEEL displayed by controller is 1 ~59 . 
3.13 Health and Cold Plasma Function 
When the unit is operating, turn health or cold plasma to be ON/OFF by health button in remote control (if there is no such button in 
remote control, the health is on as default). Only when health or cold plasma is turned on and indoor fan is operation, such function 
can be activated. 
3.14 Static Dedusting Function 
 When the unit is operating, turn static dedusting ON/OFF by health button in remote control (if there is no such button in remote 
control, the health is on as default). Only when static dedusting is turned on and indoor fan is operation, such function can be 
activated. 
3.15. Fahrenheit Display 
Nixie tube displays current set temperature. If remote signal is Fahrenheit, the temperature will be displayed in Fahrenheit. The set 
temperature range is 16~30 61~86 . Under Auto mode, in COOL operation and FAN operation, 25 (77 ) will be displayed, 
while in HEAT operation and FAN operation, 20 (68 ) will be displayed. For cooling-only controller, only 25 (77 ) will be 
displayed. 
3.16 Locked protection to Indoor Fan Motor 
If the indoor fan motor keeps low rotation speed for a continuous period of time after startup, the unit will stop operation and display 
“H6”. 
3.17 Mute Mode 
3.17.1 Auto Mute: When selecting fan speed of auto mute, the fan speed will be adjusted according to change of ambient temperature; 
when temperature meets the requirement of the setting, the unit will operate at lowest speed. 
3.17.2 Mute mode: When selecting fan speed of mute, the unit will directly operate at lowest fan speed.  

This position is start point  

 

3.18 Compulsory defrosting function
When indoor unit operates in formidable environment, for example, temperature is too low, humidity is very high or there’s too much 
frost on outdoor unit, which affects the heating efficiency of outdoor unit, user can select the compulsory defrosting function to improve 
outdoor unit’s  heating efficiency.
Entry method of compulsory defrosting function:
When the unit is turned on in heating by remote controller and the set temperature is 16℃, press “+,-,+,-,+,-”continuously within 5s, the 
indoor unit turns to compulsory defrosting setting and it will send compulsory defrosting mode to outdoor unit. The outdoor fan will 
operates in compulsory defrosting mode. 



● Outdoor Unit

1. Compensation function of input parameters 
According to the structure of wall-mounting unit, considering the comfortability for operation, indoor ambient temperature when the 
compressor is at OFF status is higher than set temperature under heating mode. 
2. Control of detecting the availability of parameters 
For ensuring the safety and reliability of operation, please insert the outdoor discharge temperature sensor into the corresponding 
temperature sensor bushing to make sure that the control system can detect system discharge temperature accurately. Otherwise, the 
unit will stop operation and it displays malfunction of discharge temperature sensor (discharge temperature sensor hasn’t been inserted 
well), which can only be resumed by pressing ON/OFF button on remote controller. Basic functions: 
3. Cooling mode 
3.1 Working condition and process for cooling 
3.1.1 If compressor is at OFF status, and Tpreset-(Tindoor amb.- Tindoor amb. compensation of cooling) ≤0 , the unit operates in cooling mode; 
3.1.2 During cooling operation, if 0 ≤ Tpreset-(Tindoor amb.- Tindoor amb. compensation of cooling) <3 , the unit still operates in cooling mode; 
3.1.3 During cooling operation, if 3 ≤ Tpreset-(Tindoor amb.- Tindoor amb. compensation of cooling) , the unit stops operation when reaching the 
temperature point in cooling. 
3.2 Temperature setting range: 
3.2.1 If Toutdoor amb.≥Tcooling temperature(low temperature), the temperature setting range is 16-30  (cooling in room temperature); 
3.2.2 If Toutdoor amb.<Tcooling temperature(low temperature), the temperature setting range is 25-30 . That is: the lower limit of set temperature for 
outdoor unit is 25 . 
4. Dry mode 
4.1 Working conditioner and process for drying is same as that for cooling mode; 
4.2 Temperature setting range is 16-30 ; 
5. Fan mode 
5.1 Compressor, outdoor fan and 4-way valve are all turned off; 
5.2 Temperature setting range is 16-30 . 
6. Heating ode 
6.1 Working conditioner and process of heating: (Tindoor amb. is the actual temperature detected by indoor ambient temperature sensor; 

Tindoor amb. compensation of heating is indoor ambient temperature compensation during heating operation). 
6.1.1  If compressor is at OFF status, and Tindoor amb. - Tindoor amb. compensation of heating -Tpreset ≤-1 , the unit operates in heating mode. 
6.1.2 During heating operation, if 0 ≤ (Tindoor amb.- Tindoor amb. compensation of heating)-Tpreset <2 , the unit still operates in heating mode. 
6.1.3 During heating mode, if 2 ≤ (Tindoor amb. - Tindoor amb. compensation of heating)-Tpreset , the unit stops operation when reaching the 
temperature point in heating. 
6.2 Under this mode, the temperature setting range is 16-30 . 
7. Defrosting control heating mode  
7.1 If it turns to defrosting time and it detected that the defrosting temperature is satisfied for 3mins successively, the unit turns into 
defrosting process. 
7.2 Defrosting-starting: compressor stops operation and restart it up after 55s delayed, 
7.3 Defrosting-ending: Compressor stops operation and it starts up after 55s delayed. 
7.4 When any one of below defrosting-ending conditions is satisfied, the unit will quit from defrosting operation: 
7.4.1 Toutdoor tube≥Tquit temperature 1 for defrosting; 
7.4.2 Defrosting operation time is reached Tmax.defrosting time. 
8. Control of compressor 
8.1Frequecny of compressor intangibly controls the frequency according to the relation between ambient temperature and set 
temperature, and the change speed of ambient temperature; 
8.2 Under cooling, heating or drying mode, compressor will be started up after outdoor fan is started for 5s.  
8.3 At the OFF status, stop operation because of protection and switchover to fan mode, the compressor stops operation immediately. 
8.4 Under each mode: Once the compressor is started up, it can be stopped only after operation.  
8.5 Under each mode, one the compressor is stopped, it can be restarted up only after 3min delayed  
9. Control of outdoor fan 
9.1 When turn off the unit by remote controller, stop operation because of protection or stop operation after reaching the temperature 
point, outdoor can stop operation only after the compressor is stopped for 1min; 
9.2 Under fan mode: outdoor fan stops operation. 
9.3 defrosting-starting: enter into defrosting. Outdoor fan stops operation after compressor stops for 50s. 
9.4 Defrosting-ending: quit defrosting. When the compressor stops operation, the outdoor fan operates. 
10. Control of 4-way valve  
10.1 4-way valve status under cooling, drying and fan modes: OFF; 
10.2 When the unit turned on and operated in heating mode, the 4-way valve is energized immediately. 
10.3 If turn off unit or switch to other mode in heating mode, the 4-way valve is de-energized after the compressor stops for 2min; 
10.4 When the unit is turned off because of each protection, the 4-way valve is de-energized after 4 mins delayed. 
10.5 Defrosting-starting: enter into defrosting. After the compressor stops for 50s, the 4-way valve will be de-energized. 
10.6 Defrosting-ending: quit defrosting. After the compressor stops for 50s, the 4-way valve is energized. 
11. Freeze protection 
11.1 Under cooling or drying mode, if it’s detected that Tinner tube<0 for 3min successively, the unit will stop operation due to freeze 
protection. If Tlimit temperature of freeze protection <Tinner tube, and compressor stops for 3min, the complete can resume operation; 



11.2 Under cooling or drying mode, if Tinner tube <6, the operation frequency of compressor may increase or decrease; 
11.2.1 If the unit is stopped because of freeze protection for 6 times successively, it can’t resume operation automatically and the 
malfunction will be displayed continuously, which can only be resumed by pressing ON/OFF button. During operation, if operation time of 
compressor is over, the times of stop operation because of freeze protection will be cleared. If turn off the unit or switch to fan/heating 
mode, malfunction and times of malfunction is eliminated immediately. 
12. Overload protection 
12.1 Overload protection under cooling or drying mode: If Toverload stop operation temp. in cooling≤Toutdoor tube, the unit stops operation because of 
overload in cooling; if Toutdoor tube< Toverload limit-frequecny temp in cooling and the compressor has stopped for 3min, the complete unit can resume 
operation.  
12.2 Under cooling or drying mode, if Toverload limit-frequecny temp. in cooling≤Toutdoor tube, the frequency of compressor may increase or decrease; 
12.3 Overload protection under heating mode: If Toverload stop operation temp. in heating≤Tindoor tube, the unit stops operation because of overload in 
heating; if Tindoor tube<Toverload limit-frequecny temp. in heating and the compressor has stopped for 3min, the complete unit can resume operation.  
12.4 Under heating mode. If Toverload limit-frequecny temp. in heating≤Tindoor tube, operation frequency of compressor may increase or decrease; 
12.5 If the unit is stopped because of overload protection for 6 times successively, it can’t resume operation automatically and the 
malfunction will be displayed continuously, which can only be resumed by pressing ON/OFF button. During operation, if operation time of 
compressor is over, the times of stop operation because of overload protection will be cleared. If turn off the unit, fan or switch to 
fan/heating mode, malfunction and times of malfunction is eliminated immediately. 
13. Discharge temperature protection of compressor 
13.1 If Tstop operation temperature for discharge≤Tdischarge, the unit stops operation because of discharge protection; If Tdischarge<Tlimit-frequecny temperature for 

discharge and compressor has stopped for 3min, the complete unit can resume operation; 
13.2 If Tnormal speed decrease-frequency for discharge≤Tdischarge, operation frequency of compressor may decrease or increase; 
13.3 If the unit is stopped because of discharge protection of compressor for 6 times successively, it can’t resume operation automatically, 
which can only be resumed by pressing ON/OFF button. During operation, if operation time of compressor is over, the times of stop 
operation because of discharge protection will be cleared. If turn off the unit, or switch to fan/heating mode, malfunction and times of 
malfunction is eliminated immediately. 
14. Current protection function 
14.1 If 13A≤IAC current, operation frequency of compressor may decrease or increase; 
14.2 If 17A≤IAC current, the system will stop operation because of overcurrent; the complete unit can resume operation only after the 
compressor stops for 3min; 
14.3 If the unit is stopped because of overcurrent for 6 times successively, it can’t resume operation automatically, which can only be 
resumed by pressing ON/OFF button. During operation, if operation time of compressor is over, the times of stop operation because of 
overcurrent protection will be cleared.  
15. Voltage drop protection 
During operation of compressor, if the voltage is decreasing quickly, the system may stop operation and voltage drop malfunction is 
caused. 3min later, the system will be restarted up automatically. 
16. Communication malfunction  
When it hasn’t received the correct signal from indoor unit for 3min, the unit will stop operation because if communication malfunction; If 
communication malfunction is eliminated and compressor has stopped for 3in, the complete unit can resume operation. 
17. OPM module protection 
After compressor is turned on, if the overcurrent happens for IPM module, or control voltage is too low because of abnormal causes, IPM 
will detect module protection signal immediately. Once it detected the module protection signal, the unit will stop operation because of 
module protection. If module protection is resumed and compressor has stopped for 3min, the complete unit will resume operation. 
If the unit is stopped because of module protection for 3 times successively, the unit can resume operation automatically unless press 
ON/OFF button. If the operation time for compressor is over, the times of stop operation because of module protection will be cleared. 
18. Overheat protection of module 
18.1 If Tnormal speed frequency-decreasing temp. of module≤Tmodule, the operation frequency of compressor may decrease or increase; 
18.2 If Tstop operation temperature of module≤Tmodule, the syste will stop operation for protection. If Tmodule <Tfrequency-limiting temperature of module and 
compressor has stopped for 3min, the complete unit will resume operation; 
18.3 If the unit is stopped because of overheating of compressor module for 6 times successively, it can’t resume operation automatically, 
which can only be resumed by pressing ON/OFF button. During operation, if operation time of compressor is over, the times of stop 
operation because of compressor overheating protection will be cleared. If turn off the unit, or switch to fan mode, times of malfunction is 
eliminated immediately. 
19. Overload protection of compressor 
19.1 If it detected that the overload switch for compressor is open for 3min successively, the complete unit will stop operation for 
protection; 
19.2 If overload protection is resumed and compressor has stopped for 3min, the complete unit can resume operation; 
19.3 If the unit stops operation because of overload protection for compressor for 3times successively, it can’t resume operation 
automatically, which can only be resumed by pressing ON/OFF button. After compressor has operated for 30min, overload protection 
times for compressor will be eliminated. 
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Items to be checked Possible malfunction

Has the unit been fixed firmly? The unit may drop, shake or emit noise.

Have you done the refrigerant leakage test? It may cause insufficient cooling(heating)     

Is thermal insulation sufficient? It may cause condensation.

Is water drainage satisfactory?     It may cause water leakage.
Is the voltage in accordance with the rated
voltage marked on the nameplate?

It may cause electric malfunction
or damage the unit.

Is the electric wiring or piping
connection installed correctly and securely?

It may cause electric malfunction
or damage the parts.

Has the unit been securely earthed? It may cause electrical leakage.

Is the power cord specified? It may cause electric malfunction
or damage the parts.

 Is the inlet or outlet  blocked?    It may cause insufficient cooling(heating)

Is the length of connection pipes
and refrigerant capacity recorded?

The refrigerant capacity is not accurate.
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Note: When replacing the controller, make sure insert the wire jumper into the new controller, otherwise th e unit will display C5

The breaker trips at once when it
is set to "ON" .

Measure insulation resistance 
to ground to see if there is any 
leakage.

Trip  of breaker 
or blow of fuse

The breaker trips in few 
minute s w hen it is set 
to "ON"

Check power supply circuit.

Check if the plug is properly  
plugged in an d make the loose 
contact firm .

Change controller fuse

Check remote controller

Change batteries

Power voltage is too low

Remote controller malfunction

Receiver is broken

Controller is broken

Receiver loose or poor connection

No power

Fuse of controller burnt out

Remote controller is short of power

Power plug is not well plugged in  
and poor con- nection

A
ir 
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 s
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up

The circuit or the part of the air conditioner has
malfunction. They heat and break the insulation
and lead to short circuit or creepage. Measure
the insulation resistance or eliminate the mal-
function one by one. If the breaker itself has
malfunction, then replace the breaker.

Check the voltage. If it is lower than 10% of the 
rated voltage, check the cause, improve the power 
supply condition and add the stabilized voltage
power supply.

First, press the manual switch button 
AUTO, if there is no response,check 
based on the above methods. If it runs 
normally after pressing the button,
check again whether the installation 
position and the connection wire
of the reception head is correct. If it is
correct,then replace the receiver or the 
remote controller.

The transformer connection is loose or 
has bad contact or the transformer 
has malfunction

Fasten the wiring; measure the 
output voltage of the transformer, if 
it is incorrect, change the 
transformer

The air condition-
er does not react 
after it is power-
ed ( after the plug 
is inserted,
the buzzer does
not sound and 
the remote star-
tup has
no response)

The remote con-
troller does not  
receive signals 
(after it is
powered, the 
buzzer will 
sound, unless it
has malfunction)



Improper set of temperature Adjust set temperature

If cooling load is proper Check the forecasted load of cooling 

The refrigerant has leakage 
or is insufficient

Leakage between the high pres-
sure and the low pressure in-
side the compressor

Replace the compressor

Malfunction of four-way valve Replace the four-way valve

Local block of capillary Replace the capillary

Blockage of cooling system

Malfunction of
refrigerant flow

Heat insulation for the connection
pipes of the indoor unit and the out-
door unit is bad.

Make sure that heat insulation for the thick and thin pipes
is good. Heat insulation must also be provided for the
joint andthe exposed part of the copper pipe .

Block of outdoor heat ex-
changer

Clean the dust accumulated on the 
surface of the heat exchanger.

Air filter were blocked Clean the filter

Fan speed was set too slow
To set the fan speed to high or
middle speedAir circulation

is insufficient

Fan rotation speed becomes
low

Capacitor
damage

Motor 
damage

Replace the capaci-
tor

Replace the motor

The installation position of 
the outdoor unit is not 
appropriate.

Good ventilation must be provided for
 the installation position of the 
outdoor unit.

The outdoor temperature is too high.
Properly install the rainproof plate or the sunproof  
plate. If the maximum cool air still can not meet the 
requirement, it is suggested to replace the air 
conditioner.

Keep certain air tightness indoors, try not to use
electricalappliance with large quantity of heat

The air tightness is not enough. People
come in and out too frequently.  There
are heating devices indoors.
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Judge whether the system is blocked 
by observing the condensation of 
evaporator and the pressure value of 
the high pressure manometer and 
take measuresto deal with the 
system.

Check and fill the leakage, then
vacuumize it and supplement the 
refrigerant as required



The indoor fan motor is burned or breaks 
or has the heat protector malfunction. Replace the fan motor or the defective part. 

The built-in heat protector of the motor 
breaks frequently because the motor is 
abnormal.

Replace the fan motor 

Wrong connection Make the correction connection based on the 
circuit drawing.

The fan does not 
run when it is set 
to supply air. 

The fan capacitor has open circuit or is 
damaged.

Replace the fan capacitor of the same type and 
same specification.

The outdoor fan motor is damaged. Replace the fan motor 

Wrong connection Make the correct connection based on the 
circuit drawing.

In the cooling 
mode, the comp- 
ressor runs, but
the outdoor fan  
does not run.

The outdoor fan capacitor is damaged. Replace the fan capacitor 

 rosserpmoc eht ecalpeR rosserpmoc fo noitcnuflaM

Breakage of running capacitor of 
compressor Replace the capacitor 

The voltage is too low or too high. Manostat is recommended. 

Wrong wire connection Connect the circuit diagram correctly 

When cooling 
outdoor fan runs, 
compressor

 doesn't run.

The protector itself has malfunction. Use the multimeter to check whether the contact of 
the compressor is on when it is not overheated. If it 
is not on, then replace the protector 

The refrigerant is not enough or is too 
much.

Adjust the volume of the refrigerant 

The capillary is blocked and the temp-
erature rises. Replace the capillary

The compressor does not run smoothly or 
is stuck. The air discharge valve is 
damaged 

Replace the compressor 

The compressor is 
too hot and leads 
to the action of 
the protector.

The protector itself has malfunction. Replace the protector 

The torque of the swing motor is not 
enough 

wrong connection 
The swing fan does
not run. 

The controller is damaged(IC2003 is 
damaged, the swing relay can not close, 
etc )

First, check whether the connection is wrong. 
If no, replace the parts



Water leakage

Abnormal sound
and shake

Drainage pipe blocked or broken Change drainage pipe

Wrap of refrigerant pipe joint is not close
enough. Re-wrap and make it tight.

Fan  of indoor unit contacts other parts Adjust fan location.

Foreign object in indoor unit Take out the foreign object.

Compressor shakes too much. Adjust support washer of compressor, and
tighten loosen screws.

Touch of pipeline of outdoor unit Separate the touching pipeline.

Touch of inner plates

Louver of outdoor unit touched outer
case.

Abnormal sound inside compressor Change compressor

Adjust location of louver.

1. Tighten connect screw.
2. Stick absorbing clay between plates.

In cool mode, 

and compressor
the outdoor unit

will not run.

C o n t r o l l e r  m a l f u n c t i o n  
( I C 2 0 0 3  b r o k e n ,  creepage of   
parallel capacitor of relay loop, 
relay is broken etc.)

Wire loose or wrong connection

Improper setting of temperature

Change controller

Correctly wire according to the drawing

Adjust setting temp.







Malfunction and Status Display Table 
Display of Malfunction of Indoor Unit Malfunction of 

Outdoor Unit 
Status of LED Lamp Status of LED 

Lamp 
No. Malfunction Name Malfunction

 Type 
Display 

Nixie 
Tube

LED 
Lamp 

for 
Operation 

LED Lamp 
for 

Cooling 

LED Lamp 
for 

Heating 

Yellow 
LED 
Lamp 

Red 
LED 

Lamp

1 Malfunction of Circuit for zero cross detection U8 
Blinks 
for 17 
times 

  

2 Malfunction protection for jumper cap C5 
Blinks 

for  15 
times 

  

3 No feedback from indoor motor H6 
Blinks 
for  11 
times 

    

4 Indoor ambient temp sensor has open or short 
circuit F1  Blinks 

once    

5 Indoor evaporator temp sensor has open or 
short circuit F2  Blinks 

twice    

6 Liquid valve temp sensor has open or short 
circuit b5  Blinks for  

19 times    

7 Gas valve temp sensor has open or short 
circuit b7  Blinks for  

22 times    

8 Module temp sensor has open or short circuit P7   Blinks for  
18times   

9 Outdoor ambient temp sensor has open or 
short circuit F3  Blinks for  

3 times   
Blinks 
for  6 
times

10 Outdoor inlet pipe temp sensor of condenser 
has open or circuit (for commercial use) A5      

11 Outdoor middle pipe temp sensor of condenser 
has open or short circuit F4  Blinks for  

4 times   
Blinks 
for  5 
times

12 Outdoor outlet pipe of condenser has open or 
short circuit (for commercial use) A7      

13 Outdoor discharge temp sensor has open or 
short circuit F5  Blinks for  

5 times   
Blinks 
for  7 
times

14 Communication malfunction of indoor and 
outdoor units E6 

Blinks 
for  6 
times 

    

15 Malfunction of circuit for detecting phase 
current of compressor U1   Blinks for  

12 times   

16 Demagnetization protection of compressor HE   Blinks for  
14 times   

17 Malfunction of voltage drop of DC bus bar U3   Blinks for  
20 times   

18 Module temperature protection P8   Blinks for  
19 times 

Blinks for  
10 times  

19 
Lack of refrigerant or block protection for the 

system (not applicable to residential air 
conditioner) 

F0  Blinks for  
10 times   

Blinks 
for  9 
times

20 Malfunction of charging for capacitor PU   Blinks for  
17 times   

21 High pressure protection for the system E1 Blinks 
once     

22 Low pressure protection for the system
reserved  E3 

Blinks 
for  3 
times 

    

23 Lock of compressor (for commercial air 
conditioner) LE / / /   

24 Reset of drive module (for commercial air 
conditioner) P0 / / /   

25 Overspeed (for commercial air conditioner) LF / / /   
26 Malfunction of PF / / /   
27 AC contactor protection (for commercial air 

conditioner) P9 / / /   

28 Temperature drift protection(for commercial air 
conditioner) PE / /    

29 Sensor connection protection (for commercial 
air conditioner) Pd / / /   

30 Communication malfunction for drive board(for 
commercial air conditioner) P6 

Blinks 
for  16 
times

    

31 Thermal overload protection for compressor H3   Blinks for  
3 times 

Blinks for  
8 times  

32 Non-match between indoor and outdoor units LP    Blinks for  
16 times  

33 Malfunction of memory chip 

Malfunction
 of 

hardware

EE   Blinks for  
15 times   



34 Wrong connection of communication wire or 
malfunction of expansion valve (free match) dn / / /   

35 Malfunction of current detection for the 
complete unit U5  Blinks for  

13 imes    

36 
Wrong connection of communication wire or 
status of detecting malfunction of expansion 

valve (free match) 
dd / / /   

37 Mode conflict E7 
Blinks 
for  7 
times 

    

38 Refrigerant reclaiming mode Fo Blinks 
once 

Blinks 
once    

39 Oil return under defrosting or heating H1   Blinks  
once 

Blinks 
twice  

40 Nominal cooling or heating (capacity test code) P1 / / /   
41 Max. cooling or heating (capacity test code) P2 / / /   
42 Middle cooling or heating(capacity test code) P3 / / /   
43 Min. cooling or heating(capacity test code) P0 / /    
44 Failure of startup of compressor Lc   Blinks for 

11 times   

45 High discharge temperature protection of 
compressor E4 

Blinks 
for  4 
times 

  Blinks for  
7 times  

46 Overload protection E8 
Blinks 
for  8 
times 

  Blinks for  
6 times  

47 Overcurrent protection for the complete unit E5 
Blinks 
for  5 
times 

  Blinks for  
5 times  

48 Overcurrent protection for the complete unit P5   Blinks for  
15 times   

49 Desynchronizing of compressor H7   Blinks for  
7 times   

50 Lack/reverse phase protection of Ld / / /   
51 Module current protection (IPM protection) H5   Blinks for  

5 times 
Blinks for  
4 times  

52 Overlow voltage protection for DC bus bar PL   Blinks for  
21 times 

Blinks for  
12 times  

53 Overhigh voltage protection for DC bus bar PH  Blinks for  
11 times  Blinks for  

13 times  

54 PFC protection HC   Blinks for  
6 times 

Blinks for 
14 times  

55 Overhigh power protection (not for outdoor L9 
Blinks 

for  20 
times 

  Blinks for  
9 times  

56 Abnormal reversing of 4-way valve U7  Blinks for  
20 times    

57 Frequency limit/decrease for current protection 
of the complete unit F8  Blinks for  

8 times   Blinks  
once 

58 Frequency limit/decrease for current protection 
of the module (phase current) En / / /   

59 Frequency limit/decrease for high discharge 
temperature F9  Blinks for  

9 times   Blinks 
twice 

60 Frequency limit/decrease for freeze protection FH  Blinks 
twice 

Blinks 
twice  

Blinks 
for 4 
times

61 Frequency limit/decrease for overload F6  Blinks for 
6 times   

Blinks 
for 3 
times

62 Frequency limit/decrease for module 
temperature protection EU  Blinks for 

6 times 
Blinks for 
6 times  

Blinks 
for 11 
times

63 Oil return in cooling F7  Blinks for 
7 times    

64 Cold air prevention E9 
Blinks 
for 9 
times 

    

65 Freeze protection E2 Blinks 
twice   Blinks for 

3 times  

66 Reading malfunction of EEPROM     Blinks for 
11 times  

67 Reaching temperature for turning on the unit      
Blinks 
for 8 
times

68 Frequency limit (power)      
Blinks 

for 
13time

s 

69 Malfunction of outdoor fan 

Display is 
controlled 
by remote 

control 

     
Blinks 
for 14 
times



IPM protection

Overcurrent protection

Overload protection 

 Exhaust protection 

Overlod protection of compresoor 

Outdoor condenser temp. sensor mal.

Outdoor exhaust temp. sensor mal.

Starting at temp. does not reach

Communication is abnormal

Indicator display

of  outdoor  unit

 If malfunction occurs,corresponding code will display and the unit will resume normal until protection or

  malfunction disappears. 

Compressor stars (normal)Yellow indicator blinks for once

Yellow indicator blinks for 3 times 

Defrosting (normal display of indoor unit)Yellow indicator blinks for twice

Yellow indicator blinks for 4 times 

Yellow indicator blinks  for 5 times 

Yellow indicator blinks for 6 times 

Yellow indicator blinks for 7 times 

Yellow indicator blinks for 8 times 

Red indicator blinks for once

Red indicator blinks for twice

Red indicator blinksfor 3 times 

Red indicator blinks for 4 times 

Red indicator blinks for 5 times 

Red indicator for 6 times 

Red indicator blinks for 7 times 

Red indicator blinks for 8 times 

Green indicator does not blink

Anti-freezing protection (normal 
display of indoor unit) 

Cooling (dehumidify) or heating current

Exhaust temp.    dropped frequency temp.

dropped frequency current. 

 temp.    dropped frequency temp.  

T  tube-in    dropped frequency temp.

Outdoor ambient temp. sensor mal.

 Tube



Analysis or processing of some of the malfunction display:

1. Compressor discharge protection

operation; malfunction of compressor; malfunction of protection relay; malfunction of discharge sensor; outdoor temperature too 
high.
Processing method: refer to the malfunction analysis in the above section.

2. Low voltage overcurrent protection
Possible reason: Sudden drop of supply voltage.

3. Communic ation malfun ction
Processing method: Check if communic ation signal cable is connected reliably.
4. Sensor open or short circuit
Processing method: Check whethers ensor is normal, connected with the corre sponding position on the controller and if damage of 
lead wire is found.

5. Compressor over load protection
Possible reasons: insufficient or too much refrigrant; blockage of capillary an dincrease of suction temp.; improper running of 
compressor, burning in or stuck of bearing, damage of discharge valve; malfunction of protector.
Processing method: adjust refrige rant amount; replace the capillary; replace the compressor; use univers al meter to check if the 

.

6. System malfun ction
Overload protection.When tube temperature(Check the temperature of outdoor heat exchanger when cooling and check the 
temperature of indoor heat exchanger when heating) is too high, protection will beactivated.

Please refer to the malfunction analysis in the previous section for handling method .

7. IPM module protection
Processing method:Once the module malfunction happens,if it persists for a long time and can not be self-canceled, cut off the 
power and turn off the unit,and then re-energize the unit again after about 10 min.After repeating the procedure for sever times, if 
the malfunction still exists,replace the module.











Start 

Insert the temperature 
sensor tightly

yes

M alfunction is 
eliminated.

Make the parts upright

yes

Malfunction is 
eliminated.

Replace the controller with 
one of the same model

End

no

no

no

no

yes
yesMalfunction is 

removed.no

yes

yes

no

                Is the wiring 
     terminal between temperature 
sensor and the controller loosened or 
             poor ly contacted?

 Is there short circuit due to tri-pover 
                   of the pa rts?

            Is the temperature 
sensor  normal according to the 
            Resistance Table?

Replace it with a 
temperature sensor 
of the same model



End

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
No

No
No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Pull the blade by 
hand under 
de-energization 
status

Check whether the 

Test whether the voltage bewween motor 

terminal 2 and 3 is 15VDC

Test whether there's  voltage signal 
beween motor terminal 2 and 4

It's the malfunction 
of motor. Replace 
the motor.  

Adjust the motor and 
blade assembly to let 
the motor can operate 
smoothly

Is malfunction
 eliminated

Reinsert the wiring 
terminal of indoor fan

It's the malfunction of 
main board. Replace 
the main board with 
the same model 

It's the malfunction of 
main board. Replace 
the main board with 
the same model 

It's the malfunction of 
main board. Replace 
the main board with 
the same model 

Start

Whether the 
blade can operate 
smoothly

Energize and restart upthe 
unit, test whether the voltage beween motor 

terminal 1 and 2 is 280~310VDC 

Is malfunction 
eliminated

Is malfunction 
eliminated

Is malfunction 
eliminated

Is malfunction 
eliminated

wiring terminal between 
indoor fan and main 

board is loose 



C5 is displayed 
on the unit.

Is there jumper cap on the 
controller?

Install a matching 
jumper cap.No

Is the jumper cap inserted 
incorrectly or improperly?

Re-insert the jumper 
cap

The mainboard is 
defined abnormal; 

replace it

Yes

No

Yes

End

Is the 
malfunction 
eliminated?

Yes

No

No Yes

Replace the jumper 
cap

No

Yes

Is the 
malfunction 
eliminated?

Is the 
malfunction 
eliminated?



Poor contact of any line 
may lead to communication 
malfuntion.

Is there incorrect match
between the main board and the 
display panel or between the indoor 

and outdoor boards?

Is there 
incorrect connection? 



N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

Turn on the unit 
and wait 1 minute

Use DC voltmeter 
to measure the 

voltage on the two 
ends of electrolytic 

capacitor 

Voltage higher than 200V?
Fault with the voltage 

testing circuit on 
control panel AP1

Replace the control 
panel AP1

Measure the AC voltage between 
terminal L and N on wiring board 
XT(power supply)

Voltage within 
210VAC~250VAC?

Shut down the power
and repair the power
supply to restore the
range
210VAC~250VAC

power on and
restart the unit

If the fault is 
eliminated?

Shut down the power and wait 20 minutes; or 
use DC voltmeter to measure the voltage 
on the two ends of capacitor (test3), until 
the voltage  is lower than 20V

Check the 
connection of reactor 
(L in the Electrical 
Wiring Diagram)

If the wiring of 
reactor L is normal?

Connect the reactor 
Laccording to Elec-
trical Wiring Diagr-
am correctly

 
Re-energize and
turn on the unit

If the fault is 
eliminated?

End

Replace the control 
panel AP1





Energize and 
switch on

IPM protection 
occurs after the 

machine has run for 
a period of time?

Use AC voltmeter 
to measure the 
voltage between 
terminal L and N 
on the wiring 
board XT)

If the voltage 
between terminal L 
and N on wiring 
board XT is within 
210VAC~250VAC?

Check the supply 
voltage and 
restore it to 

210VAC~250VAC

Voltage between 
the two ends of celectrolytic 

capacitor (test3) is 

Restart the unit. Before 
protection occurs, 
use DC voltmeter to 
measure the voltage 

between the two 
ends of electrolytic 
capacitor on control 

panel AP1 (test3)

If the unit can 
work 

normally? 

Please confirm:  
1. If the indoor and 
outdoor heat 
exchangers are 
dirty? If they are 
obstructed by other 

objects which affect 
the heat exchange 
of indoor and 
outdoor unit.  
2. If the indoor and 
outdoor fans are 
working normally? 

3. If the environment 
temperature is too 
high, resulting in 
that the system 

pressure is too high 
and exceeds the 

permissible range? 
4. If the charge 
volume of 
refrigerant is too 
much, resulting in 
that the system 
pressure is too 
high?

5. Other conditions 
resulting in that the 
system pressure 
becomes too high.

The connection 
of capacitor C2 

is loose.

Reconnect the 
capacitor C2 according 
to Electrical Wiring 
Diagram. Then, 
Restart the
unit.

Stop the unit and 
disconnect the power 
supply. Wait 20 minutes, 
or use DC voltmeter to 
measure the voltage 

between the two ends of 
capacitor C2, until the 

voltage is lower than 20V

Replace the capacitor 
C2. Then, energize 
and start the unit.

Replace the 
control panel AP1

Take corrective actions 
according to Technical 
Service Manual, and 

then energize and start 
the unit.

If there is any 
abnormality 

described above?

Replace the 
control panel AP1

If the connection 
between AP1 and 
COMP is unsecure 
or the connection 
order is wrong?

Connect the control panel 
AP1 and compressor 
COMP correctly according 
to the Electrical Wiring 
Diagram. Then, energize 
and start the unit.

Use ohmmeter to 
measure the resistance 
between the three 
terminals on compressor 
COMP, and compare the 
measurements with the 

compressor resistance on 
Service Manual.

If the 
resistance is 

normal?

Use ohmmeter to 
measure the resistance 
between the two 

terminals of compressor 
COMP and copper tube.

Replace the 
compressor 

COMP

Resistance higher 
than 500MΩ?

Replace the 
control panel 

AP1

END

Y N

YN

Y

N

Y

If the unit can 
work normallv? Y

If the unit can 
work normally? Y

N

N

Y

N

If the unit can 
work normally? YY

N N

If the unit can 
work 

normally?
Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

higher than 
      250V

  Remove the wires
  on the two ends of
capacitor C2. Then,
use capacitance
meter to measure
the capacitor C2.
Verify as per the
Parameters Sheet.

    Stop the unit and
  disconnect the power
  supply. Then, check
  the connection of
capacitor C2
according to Electrical
Wiring Diagram.

If capacitor
C2 is failed?

    Refer to the
    Electrical Wiring
   Diagram and check
   if the connection
between AP1 and
COMP is loose and if
the connection order
is correct.



1. Check if fan terminal 
OFAN is connected well
2. Test if resistance value 
of any two terminals is less 
than 1k  with ohmic meter

If the indoor and outdoor 
fan work well?

After the unit de-
energized for 20min

Replace
control board

AP1

If the radiating of outdoor 
and indoor unit is well?

Improve the
radiating 

environment of 
unit

Replace 
outdoor fan

Y

Replace fan 
capacitor C1

Anti-high temperature,
overload protection

Normal protection, please use 
it after improve the outdoor 

ambient temperature

If the outdoor ambient temperature is 
higher than 53 ºC?

N

Y

N

Y

N

End



Energize the unit 
and start it

If the compressor wire  COMP(UVW) is 
well connected and connection sequence

is correct

Replace control board AP1

Replace the 
compressor

If malfunction is 
removed?

If the stop time of compressor 
is more than 3min?

N

If the stop time is not enough and the 
high and low pressure of system is not 
balance , please start it after 3min

Improve the connection situation 
of control board AP1 and 
compressor COMP, connect it 
with wiring diagram

N

Y

N

If the refrigerant charging is 
too much?

Y

Does the unit start 
up normally? 

N

Charge the 
refrigerant according
to service manual

Y

Does the unit start 
up normally? 

N

Y

End



If the compressor wire COMP(UVW) is well 
connected, the connection sequence

forwards to clockwise direction?

Check if the fan 

terminal OFAN is 

connected well

Replace 
compressor

If the outdoor fan works 
normally?

If the stop time of 
compressor is more than 

3min

Synchronism after
energize the unit 

and start it

Connect
wire well

Synchronism
occurred during 

operation

Replace 
control board 

AP1

If the radiating of unit is 
well?

Remove

malfunction?

Improve the radiating 
of unit (clean heat 
exchanger and 
increase ventilation)

Replace fan 
capacitor C1

Replace

outdoor fan

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

Replace 

control board 

AP1

Remove

malfunction?

Replace 
compressor

Y

N

N

Y

If the input voltage of unit 
is normal?

Start to run until the 
power resume normal 
voltage

N

If the refrigerant is too 
much?

Charge the 
refrigerant with 
service manual

Y

Y

N

Y
End

End



Connect wire 
well with wiring 
diagram

Replace EKV 
coil of electron 

expansion valve

If the wiring terminal FA of electron 
expansion is well connected?

Remove 
malfunction?

The resistance value of 
firs t 4 l ead fo ot  an d th e 

fif th lead foot is similar,  

less than 100

After the unit 
de-energized 

for 20min

Remove 
malfunction?

Y

N

N

N

If the overload protector SAT 
is well connected?

N

Under ambient temperature, test the 
resistance of  overload protector  with ohmic 

Y

Y

Replace 
overload 

protector SAT

N

Y

Check refrigerant, if there is 
leakage, please refer to 

specification

Replace 
control board 

AP1

End



Start

If the resistance 
value is 0

Remove PFC capacity 
and test resistance of 

two terminals

Capacity is 
short

circuit and 
replace it

Y
Re-energize 
the unit and 

start it

Cut the terminal of reactor, 
test the resistance 

between two terminals of 
reactor with ohmic meter 

Replace the 
reactor

Re-
energize 

the unit and 
start it

Check the 
connection wire 
of reactor (L) of 
outdoor unit and 

PFC capacity

If there is damaged 
short circuit

Replace 
connection 

wire with circuit 
diagram

Replace 
control board 

AP1

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

If there is damaged 
short circuit

If the malfunction is 
removed?

If the malfunction is 
removed?

If the malfunction is 
removed?

Y

Y

Y

End



Start

Check communication 
circuit of outdoor unit

Problem of 
communication 

circuit

Check built-
in wiring of 
indoor and 

outdoor unit

Connection 
correct?

Malfunction of
circuit is 

detected with 
control board 
AP1 voltage

Check connection 
wire of indoor and 
outdoor unit with 
circuit diagram

Check connection
wire of indoor and 
outdoor unit with 
circuit diagram

If the unit is operation 
normal before malfunction

Y

N

Y

N

If the wiring is 
damaged?

If the malfunction 
is removed?

N

Y

N

If the malfunction 
is removed?

N

Replace indoor 
board

Replace outdoor 
mainboard AP11

If the 
malfunction is 

removed?

Y

N

Y

N

Y

YEnd









 Warning
turning off all power supplies before disassembly.
Be sure to wait for a minimum of 10 minutes after

1. Before disassembling the unit  

Before disassembling the unit. 

2. Remove filter 

Open the panel. 

Loosen the clasps on filter, push the 
filter inward and then pull it upward, 
then the filter can be removed. 

1

2

3.Remove guide louver

Remove the axial bushing of big 
guide louver. 

1

axial bushing

Steps Procedure



Remove the rotating shaft of big guide louver 
from the groove, slightly bend the big guide 
louver to remove it. 

2

3 Remove the axial bushing of small 
guide louver. 

Remove the rotating shaft of small guide 
louver from the groove, slightly bend the 
small guide louver to remove it. 

4

big guide louver

axial bushing

small guide louver

4.Remove panel 

1 Loosen the clamps of the panel to remove 
the panel. 

Steps Procedure



2
panel, to remove the display. 

5.Remove front case

1 Remove the screws fixing electric box 
cover 2, to remove the electric box cover 
2. 

electric box cover 2
screw

2 Remove the screws fixing front panel, 
loosen the clamps, to remove the front 
panel. 

screw

clamp

front panel

Steps Procedure



6.Remove swing fan blade

1

Loosen the clamps fixing swing connecting 
rod, to remove the swing connecting rod.

2
remove the swing fan blade.

1 Remove the indoor tube temp. sensor.

2 Remove the screws fixing earth wire, to 
remove the earthwire.

swing fan blade

clamp

clamp
swing connecting rod

7.Remove electric box sub-assy
heat exchanger thermistor

screw

earth wire

Steps Procedure

fingers protective grille

Remove 4 screws fixing the fingers protective grille, 
and then remove the fingers protective grille.



3
to remove the cover. 

4 Remove every wiring terminals, and remove the 

electric box cover sub-assy.

1 Remove the screws fixing connection pipe 
clamp, to remove the connection pipe clamp.

8.Remove evaporator sub-assy

electric box cover sub-assy

screw

electric box cover

screw

auxiliary pipingpipe clamp

screw

Steps Procedure



2 Remove the screws fixing evaporator 
sub-assy, slightly regulate the tube, to 
remove the evaporator sub-assy. 

1
motor, to remove the motor. 

2
to remove the motor. 

9.Remove cross fan blade and motor

auxiliary piping

evaporator sub-assy

up&down swing motor

left&right swing motor

Steps Procedure



3 Remove the screws fixing motor clamp, 
to remove the motor clamp.

4 Remove the cross fan blade and motor.

5 Remove the shafting bearing cushion rubber 
base

6
blade and motor, and then remove the motor. 

screw motor clamp

bearing cushion rubber base

cross fan blade
motor

Steps Procedure



1. Before disassembling the unit 

Before disassembling the unit. 

2. Remove filter 

Open the panel. 

Loosen the clasps on filter, push the 
filter inward and then pull it upward, 
then the filter can be removed. 

1

2

 Warning
turning off all power supplies before disassembly.
Be sure to wait for a minimum of 10 minutes after



Remove the rotating shaft of big guide 
louver from the groove, slightly bend the big 
guide louver to remove it.

2

3 Remove the axial bushing of small guide 
louver.

Remove the rotating shaft of small guide 
louver from the groove, slightly bend the 
small guide louver to remove it.

4

b i g  g u i d e 
louver

axial bushing

small guide louver 

4.Remove panel

1 Loosen the clamps of the panel to remove 
the panel.

2
panel, to remove the display.

display



5. Remove front case

1 Remove the screws fixing electric box 
cover 2, to remove the electric box cover 
2.

electric box 
cover 2 screw

2
loosen the clamps, to remove the front
panel.

screw

front panel

clamps

Remove the screws fixing front panel,

grille











1. Before disassembly of the unit 

Before disassembling the unit. 

2. Remove filter 

Open the panel. 

Loosen the clasps on filter, push the 
filter inward and then pull it upward, 
then the filter can be removed. 

1

2

Steps Procedure

air filter

hooks



3. Remove the panel

1

Remove the panel.2

4. Remove electric box cover

Along the groove fixing front panel,
slide the rotor shaft outward to remove
the front panel.

screw

Unscrew a screw of electric box cover
with screwdriver. Then take out the 
electric box cover.

Steps Procedure



5. Remove Axial bush

Remove the axial bush of horizontal
louver to remove the axial bush.

1

Remove Axial bush2

1

Take out the front case to separate the
front case with bottom assembly.

2

6. Remove front case

Remove the screw cover of front case,
unscrew the 8 screws of front case
with screwdriver.

hook

Axial sleeve

Axial bush

Steps Procedure

front case



7. Remove electric box 

1

Remove the screw of electric box.Take 
out the electric box cover to separate 
the electric box cover 2.

2

3

screw earth wire

Remove every wiring terminals, and
remove the screws fixing electric box
to remove the electric box sub-assy.

electric box

Remove Temperature Sensor; Twist off
the earthing screw fixing the evaporator. 

Steps Procedure

temperature sensor

electric box cover 2



1

2

3

8. Remove evaporator sub-assy

Remove the screws fixing connection 
pipe clamp, to remove the connection 
pipe clamp.

pipe clamp

Loosen the clasps connecting the water
tray and chassis, and then remove the
water tray.

Remove the screws fixing evaporator
sub-assy, slightly regulate the tube, to
remove the evaporator sub-assy.

screw

Steps Procedure



Turn over the indoor unit and adjust the
pipe line to the position as shown by the
broken line.

4

5

Remove the 2 screws of step motor 
with screwdriver, and remove the step 
motor.

1

9. Remove the cross-flow louver and motor

srews
srews

Lift up the evaporator, and then remove
the evaporator.

screws

evaporator

Steps Procedure



Remove screws fixing cross flow blade
and motor. 

2

3

Pull out the plug of ring of bearing. 

Remove the motor sub-assy.

4

Cross blow blade Fan motor

Ring of Bearing

Steps Procedure



 Warning
turning off all power supplies before disassembly.
Be sure to wait for a minimum of 10 minutes after

1. Before disassembly

Remove the screws connecting top cover, left and 

right side plate, as well as panel, to remove the top 

cover.

2. Remove top cover

top cover

Remove the screws connecting handle and right side 

plate, to remove the handle.

3. Remove handle

handle



Remove the screws fixing panel, to remove the panel.

Remove the screws connecting panel grille and panel,

loosen the clamp, to remove the panel grille.

4. Remove panel and grille

panel

grille

Remove the screw fixing valve cover, to remove the 

cover.

5. Remove valve cover 

valve cover



Remove the screws fixing left side plate and

condenser support board, to remove the left side plate.

6. Remove left side plate

left side plate

Remove the screw nut fixing cross fan blade, remove 

the gasket and spring cushion, to remove the cross 

fan blade.

7. Remove cross fan blade

cross fan blade

Remove the screws fixing right side plate and valve 

support, to remove the right side plate.

8. Remove right side plate 

right side plate



Remove screws fixing electric box assy and 

mid-isolation board, loosen the bonding tie, pull off the 

wiring terminal, lift to remove the electric box assy. 

9. Remove electric box assy

electric box assy

coverelectric box

Remove the screws fixing electric reactor, to remove 

the electric reactor. 

10. Remove electric reactor 

electric
 reactor

Remove the four tapping screws fixing motor, pull out 

11. Remove motor and motor support 

the contact tag of motor wiring, to remove the motor.

Remove the two tapping screws fixing motor support 

and chassis, lift to remove the motor support.

motor support
motor



Remove the screws connecting mid-isolation board,

chassis and condenser assy, to remove the 

mid-isolation.

12. Remove mid-isolation board

mid-isolation board

Welding cut the spot weld of four-way valve assy,

compressor air suction/discharging valve and

condenser pipe outlet, lift to remove the four-way valve

assy. (Note: release the refrigerant before welding

cutting.)

13. Remove four-way valve assy

four-way valve assy

Remove the three feet screw nuts fixing compressor,

to remove the compressor.

14. Remove compressor

compressor



Remove screws connecting condenser assy and

chassis, to remove the condenser assy.

Remove the screws fixing big and small valve, to 

remove the valves.

15. Remove big and small valve assy

condenser assy

small valve

big valve



 Warning
turning off all power supplies before disassembly.
Be sure to wait for a minimum of 10 minutes after

Before disassembly 

Steps Procedure

Remove the screw fixing valve cover,to remove the 
cover.

valve cover



Remove screws fixing grill and then remove the

Rear grill

Right side plate

grill.

Remove the screws connecting the front grille and 
the front panel. Remove the front grille.

2. Remove the front grille and the panel

Front grille

Steps Procedure



Unplug wiring terminals of motor, compressor,
reactor and capacitor. Remove earthing screws
on side patch board. Remove screws fixing
electric box and then, lift the electric box and
remove it. 

Remove screws fixing fire retardant electric box 

and then, remove the electric box.

Fire retardant

Electric box

Axial flow fan

electric box 

Steps Procedure



6. Removal of sound-proof sponge 

Remove screws fixing isolation sheet and then 

remove the sheet.  

Isolation
sheet

8. Removal of valve

Unsolder gas and liquid valves and then remove

the screws fixing valve supports. 

valves with the supports. Remove screws fixing
valve and then, remove

Valve 

Before unsoldering, wrap the 
valve completely with wet cloth to 
prevent the valve from being
damaged by high temperature.

Tear sound-proof sponge with caution.  

7. Removal of isolation sheet 

Sound-proof sponge 

Remove

Steps Procedure



9. Removal of 4-way valve

10. Removal of compressor 

Compressor

Washer

Motor Motor support

Remove screws fixing motor support and then
remove the support.

Remove screws fixing motor and then remove
the motor.

11. Removal of motor support and motor

Steps Procedure



12. Remove the condenser 

Remove the screw connecting the condenser and 
the chassis. Raise the condenser to remove it. 

Condenser

Chassis

Steps Procedure



 Warning
turning off all power supplies before disassembly.
Be sure to wait for a minimum of 10 minutes after

ProcedureSteps

a

b

1. Remove top cover and front side plate

 

top panel 

Loosen the screws connecting the 
front side panel and mask and chassis. 
Remove the front side panel.

front side plate

2. Remove grille 

 
Twist off the screws connecting the grille
and panel, and then remove the grille.

grille

Use the screwdriver to remove the 
screws connecting the top panel and 
panel and side panels. Remove the 
top panel.



ProcedursSteps

3. Remove panel 

 
Twist off the screws connecting the panel, 
chassis and motor support with screwd-
river, and then remove the panel.

4. Remove guard grille

Twist off the screws fixing the guard grille 
and then remove the guard grille.

5. Remove handle

Twist off the screws fixing the handle and 
then remove the handle.

panel

guard grille

handle



ProcedureSteps

a

b

6. Remove right side plate

Twist off the screws connecting the right 
side plate and chassis, valve support 
and condenser, and then remove the 
right side plate.

Twist off the screws on electric box 
cover with screwdriver, and then
remove the electric box cover.

Twist off the screws on electric box, cut 
off the tieline with scissors or pliers, pull 
out the wiring terminal, pull it upwards to 
remove the electric box.

7. Remove electric box  

right side plate

electric box cover

electric box



ProcedureSteps

c

8. Remove left side plate 

9. Remove axial flow blade

electric box 1

left side plate 

axial flow blade 

Twist off the screws between electric 
box 1 and left side plate with screw-
driver, pull it upwards to remove the 
electric box 1.

Twist off the screws connecting the
left side plate and chassis with
screwdriver, and then remove the
left side plate.

Twist off the nuts on blade with
wrench and then remove the axial
flow blade.



ProcedureSteps

a

b

10. Remove motor and motor support

11. Remove 4-way valve

 

motor

motor support

4-way valve

Twist off the tapping screws fixing
the motor, pull out the pin of leading
wire for motor and then remove the
motor.

Twist off the tapping screws fixing
the motor support, pull it upwards
and then remove the motor support.

Unsolder the pipeline between
compressor, condenser, gas and
liquid valve, and then remove the
4-way valve. (note: release all
refrigerant before unsoldering).



ProcedureSteps

 

gas valve

liquid valve 

compressor 

isolation sheet 

12. Remove gas valve and liquid valve

Twist off the 2 bolts fixing the valve
sub-assy. Unsolder the soldering
joint between gas valve and
air-return pipeand then remove the
gas valve.(note: when unsoldering
the soldering joint, wrap the gas
valve with wet cloth completely to
avoid the damage to valve, and
release all refrigerant completely at
first). Unsolder the soldering joint
between liquid valve and connection
pipe of liquid valve, and then
remove the liquid valve.

13. Remove compressor

Twist off the 3 foot nuts on compressor 
and then remove the compressor.

14. Remove isolation sheet

Twist off the screws connecting
isolation sheet and end plate of
condenser and chassis, and then
remove the isolation sheet.



ProcedureSteps

condenser 

support plate of 
condenser

chassis

15. Remove support plate of condenser

Twist off the screws connecting the
support plate of condenser and
condenser with screwdriver, and
then remove the support plate of
condenser.

16. Remove chassis and condenser

Pull it upwards to separate the chassis 
and condenser.



For continuous improvement in the products, Gree reserves the right to modidy the product specification and appearance in this manual 
without notice and without incurring any obligations.
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